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Chapter I
General Introduction

Revina C. van Scherpenzeel1
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Chapter I

1

Tissue homeostasis is achieved through communication between stem cells and
differentiated cells, which leads to the functional and structural maintenance of
organs. This cell-cell communication is primarily carried out by signaling molecules, such as Wnt ligands. The physiological roles of Wnt proteins are broad
and include regulating embryonic development and adult tissue homeostasis.
Cells receive information from Wnt signaling molecules through receptor
proteins located on the cell surface, at the same time the responsiveness of cells
to Wnt ligands requires tight regulation. This is mainly achieved by a series of
complex multi-component signal transduction pathways. Mutations in proteins involved in the Wnt-signaling pathway frequently lead to developmental
defects and cancer. The work presented in this thesis is focused on Wnt signaling receptors using structural biology techniques. I will outline the current
limitations and obstacles to targeting Wnt signaling as a therapeutic route in
drug design efforts. Additionally, I focus on the importance of strict regulation
of Wnt signaling in tumor homeostasis and gain more insight in the molecular
mechanism of Wnt signaling during targeting of tumor cells.
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1.

Wnt protein family and structure

Wingless/int1 is a glycoprotein modified through the attachment of a palmitoleic
moiety (1-3), and is known as a stem cell growth factor. Wnt proteins in small
intestines are secreted by both Paneth and mesenchymal cells (4). Several Wnt
genes are identified in all animal genomes; in mammals there are 19 Wnt-types,
with typical masses of 40 kDa (5). Crystallization of Xenopus Wnt-8 (XWnt-8)
revealed a two-domain architecture, rich in cysteines and modelled with a lipid
acyl group (6). The palmitoleic acid (PAM) group was identified as necessary for
intracellular trafficking (7-9) and biological signaling activity (10, 11); this is supported by the crystal structure where the PAM moiety of XWnt-8 is important
in the interaction with receptor protein Frizzled (FZD) (6). All 19 human Wnt
proteins are highly conserved between both family members and orthologues,
suggesting that they all adopt a similar 3D structures (12, 13). Recombinantly
purified Wnt proteins may likely lose their biological activity, due to the increased
hydrophobicity caused by palmitoylation. Therefore, it has been complicated to
express and purify recombinant Wnt proteins. The main source of soluble Wnt
proteins is the culture supernatants of L-cells stably producing Wnts (14, 15). New
methods for biologically-active Wnt production have recently been developed
where Wnt-ligands are co-expressed with a serum glycoprotein Afamin (16) or
where Wnt proteins are stabilized with phospholipids and cholesterol in serum
free media (17).

2.

Wnt protein secretion and availability

Porcupine, a multi-pass transmembrane protein with an O-acyl transferase domain located in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is responsible for the process of
Wnt protein acylation (18, 19). The importance of Porcupine to Wnt secretion is
highlighted by mutagenesis studies (20, 21) and in vitro experiments that inhibit
Wnt signaling using a Porcupine inhibitor (IWP2) (22, 23). The secretory pathway of glycosylated Wnt ligands progresses by the transportation of Wnts to the
Golgi compartments where they interact with a multi-span transmembrane protein
Wntless (Wls), which accompanies Wnt proteins to the cell surface for secretion
(24-26). Wnt is released from specialized cells during development and diffuses to
activate signal transduction in adjacent receiving cells (27-30), via several possible
mechanisms (31-36).
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Studies have shown differences in Wnt phenotypes, during loss-of function in
the signaling pathway, which may be due to local expression of each Wnt (37, 38).
This suggest a discrete and unique expression pattern of various Wnt protein genes
(37, 38). These observations suggest that the complexity and diversity of the Wnt
family of proteins is significant (13). The function of Wnt ligands is to activate
their appropriate (co)receptor(s), which then trigger further actions, in order to
achieve the desired signaling outcome. To fully understand these mechanisms, it
is necessary to identify and characterize Wnt-containing complexes, which are
critical in controlling Wnt binding and signaling outputs. The first crystal structure
of Wnt in complex with its receptor Frizzled gives insight for further research in
Wnt interaction activities (6).

3.

Wnt ligand receptors

Wnt signaling is initiated by the interaction of Wnt with distinct receptors on
the surface of Wnt-receiving cells. The most important Wnt receptor, known as
Frizzled (FZD), is a seven-span transmembrane protein (39, 40). FZD belongs
to class F of the G-Protein Coupled Receptor (GPCR) superfamily that includes
the ancestral member Smoothened (SMO) (41). The human genome contains ten
FZD family members. The class F GPCR receptors share many features: in the
extracellular region they contain a highly conserved cysteine rich domain (CRD)
comprising of a-helical bundle cross-braced by five disulfide bonds, which has
been shown to be essential for ligand binding (42, 43); a flexible linker, which differs in length among the family members, connects the extracellular domain with
the seven-span transmembrane domain (TMD) (44); finally, the cytoplasmic Cterminal tail of this family contains a conserved Dishevelled (DVL) binding motif
that is important for intracellular signaling, which is likely to be unstructured and
diverse in length among the family members (45-47).
The ten human FZD family members can be divided into four subfamilies,
based on their sequence identity, which are FZD- 1/2/7, FZD- 3/6, FZD- 4/9/10
and FZD- 5/8 (48). Each FZD subfamily exhibits different characteristics based
on the length of the linker between the CRD and TMD and the length of the
cytoplasmic tail. An interesting subfamily is FZD-4 together with FZD-9 and
FZD-10, where Norrin, an atypical Wnt-ligand and cysteine-knot protein, activates the Wnt signaling pathway through an alternative mechanism, specifically
via FZD-4 (49, 50). It remains unclear why Norrin signals only through FZD-4,
however recent study suggests that this signaling complex is dependent on co12
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receptor TSPAN12 (51). There is no structural information of full-length FZDs;
in chapter 2 the technical details of expression and purification of FZD-4 are
discussed. Production of large quantities of GPCR FZD-4 is necessary for crystallographic studies, biochemical studies and antibody generation.
The activation of signal transduction after Wnt-ligand binding to FZDs depends on co-receptors, including low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein
(LRP) 5, LRP6 and receptor orphan tyrosine kinase like receptors (ROR) 1, ROR2
and RYK. The type I single-pass co-receptor LRP5/6 are required for Wnt-FZDinduced Wnt signaling (52-54) and is currently poorly structurally understood;
only the structures of the LRP6 YWTD-b-propeller-EGF domain modules and
small fragments of the LDL repeats have been determined (55, 56). Structural data
showing formation of these trimeric complexes is still lacking, however it is known
that the YWTD-b-propellers are able to bind to agonists of the Wnt pathway,
including Wnt-ligands and Norrin (6, 49), as well as antagonists, like DKK1 and
sclerostin (57-59). The extracellular region of LRP6 contains two independent
Wnt-binding sites, one located on the first two YWTD-b-propellers modules,
P1E1P2E2 for Wnt1, Wnt2, Wnt2b, Wnt6, Wnt8a, Wnt9a, Wnt9b, Wnt10b; and
the other located on the last module, P3E3P4E4, for Wnt3 and Wnt3a (60-63).
Upon recruitment of LRP5/6 into the Wnt-FZD complex, subsequent interaction
with DVL activates intracellular signals (64-66). Additional Wnt receptors, type I
single-pass co-receptor ROR1 and ROR2, share a similar downstream interacting
protein DVL (67). ROR proteins belong to the receptor tyrosine kinase family
(RTK) and are evolutionarily conserved across vertebrate and invertebrate species
(68). No structural data is available for the ROR family, although sequence analysis
showed that the extracellular region of ROR likely consists of an immunoglobulin
(Ig)- domain, a CRD, and a Kringle domain. The intracellular tail is characterized
by the presence of a (pseudo) kinase domain followed by a proline-rich and serinethreonine-rich region (69). Like other RTK family members, ROR2 downstream
signal transduction can be induced by tyrosine or serine/threonine phosphorylation
upon ligand binding (70-72). The CRD of this family receptor bears close homology with the CRD in the FZD family, as well as with the CRD in the secreted
Wnt inhibitors (SFRP) family. These observations suggest that ROR proteins also
have Wnt proteins amongst their ligands, including Wnt3a, Wnt5a/5b, Wnt7 and
Wnt11 (73). The binding partner Wnt5a for ROR2 has been extensively studied
and described elsewhere (74). Wnt5a induces the formation of the triple complex
composed of itself, ROR2 and FZD; this association triggers phosphorylation with
the same downstream components as in Wnt3a-FZD-LRP5/6 signal transduction
13
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(70, 73). It remains to be concretely determined whether ROR2 always functions
as a co-receptor, as suggested by these studies.

4.

Wnt activation and signaling

The first step in Wnt signaling initiation is binding to GPCR FZD. The crystal
structure of XWnt-8 in complex with FZD-CRD reveals two highly conserved
binding sites on the CRD with the highly conserved tips of the two-domain structure of Wnt (6). An additional less-conserved binding site may also exist between
Wnt and FZD that could explain the selectivity of Wnts towards subfamilies of
FZD receptors (75, 76). The exact mechanism in the activation of Wnt via FZD
receptors is currently unknown. Crystal structures of the extracellular domain CRD
of different FZDs bound to a lipid revealed that two CRD molecules bind one
lipid in a similar continuous hydrophobic binding site, suggesting the role of Wnt
in FZD CRD oligomerization (77, 78). Different models for FZD-Wnt activation and oligomerization are suggested, including possible FZD CRD monomers,
dimers or the assembly of FZD CRD tetramers (50, 79, 80). Further studies are
required to provide more insight in Wnt-CRD recognition, stoichiometry and
possible mechanism in Wnt-receptor complex oligomerization. The current model
for Wnt activation proposes that Wnt binding to the FZD receptor causes the
recruitment of a co-receptor to form an active signaling complex.

5.

Signaling pathways of Wnt-ligands

Many receptor complex assemblies are possible from different combinations of the
19 Wnt ligands with 10 different FZD family members and multiple co-receptors;
these different combinations of Wnt-receptor complexes determine the specific
signal transduction outcome (3). The main pathways activated by Wnt ligands include: the Wnt - b-catenin dependent pathway, Wnt – Planar-cell-polarity (PCP)
pathway and the Wnt – Ca2+ dependent pathway (Figure 1 and 2). The extent by
which each pathway is activated might depend on the cell type, due to differences
in relative expression levels of the receptor components of each pathway and the
many possible receptor complex assemblies.

14
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5.1 The Wnt/β-catenin pathway

The classical Wnt/b-catenin-mediated signaling involves Wnt – e.g. Wnt1, Wnt3/
Wnt3a – binding to FZD and LRP5/6 receptors; this binding leads to dimerization of the two receptors (81) (Figure 1). Dimerization is followed by the recruitment of the cytoplasmic effector Dvl and members of the destruction complex (46,
65, 82-85). b-catenins are transcriptional co-activators of the TCF/LEF family
of transcription factors that – upon activation by Wnt ligands – accumulate in
the cytoplasm and translocate into the nucleus; where they mediate the activation of transcription of specific Wnt target genes (86-90). The exact mechanisms
of the stabilization and accumulation of b-catenin after Wnt-induced receptor
signaling remain to be determined (3). Proposed models from biochemical studies
on the stabilization and accumulation of b-catenin after Wnt-induced receptor
signaling showed the blockage of ubiquitination of phosphorylated b-catenin
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Figure 1: Wnt/b-catenin signaling in cells
Left panel: Wnt signaling in the ‘OFF’ state. The destruction complex, comprised of scaffolds APC and Axin
and kinases CK1 and GSK3, is responsible in the regulation of low b-catenin levels in the cytoplasm by phosphorylation and thereby targeting b-catenin for proteasomal degradation.
Right panel: Upon Wnt interaction with FZD and LRP (‘ON’ state), members of the destruction complex are recruited to the receptor complex on the cell surface, leading to b-catenin accumulation, translocation to the nucleus,
followed by induced transcription of Wnt target genes. Adapted from (3)
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Wnt - Ca2+ signaling
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Figure 2: Wnt - b-catenin independent signaling in cells
Wnt interactions to receptor complexes that activate pathways independent of b-catenin. Left panel: Schematic overview of the Planar Cell Polarity (PCP) pathway. PCP signals are induced by Wnt5a interaction to
FZD receptors and (co-) receptor ROR2, followed by DVL recruitment to the receptor complex. This leads to
cytoskeleton remodeling to control cell polarity and cell migration.
Right panel: Schematic overview of the Wnt - Ca2+ signaling pathway. Wnts signaling outcome via interaction
to a similar receptor complex are able to induce the release of Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum. Multiple
Ca2+ dependent kinases are activated that control cell adhesion and cell migration. Adapted from (151)

within the destruction complex. Finally, phosphorylated b-catenin saturates the
destruction complex, leading to accumulation and translocation of b-catenin (91,
92). Furthermore, other mechanisms proposed a dynamic regulation of b-catenin
phosphorylation (93) or by disassembly of the complex (85). The accumulation of
b-catenin is critical for many of the Wnt signaling biological functions, including
cell proliferation in adult tissue homeostasis, cell-cycle regulation and embryonic
or adult stem cells maintenance (3, 82, 94-96). b-catenins are continuously synthesized and therefore intracellular levels of b-catenin are regulated in the absence
of Wnt signals by the destruction complex, comprising the scaffold proteins
Axin1 and Adenomatous Polyposis Coli (APC) and the kinases CK1 and GSK3b
(97-100). After binding to either of the scaffold proteins (101-103), b-catenins
undergo serine phosphorylation in the cytoplasm by kinase CK1 (104), followed by
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further phosphorylation by kinase GSK3b (105). Finally, b-catenins are targeted
for proteasomal degradation through ubiquitination by bTrCP (105-108).
5.2 The Wnt – Planar Cell Polarity signaling

The PCP signaling pathway, independent of b-catenin, is activated by Wnt-ligands
via several specific receptors; this pathway controls tissue polarity and coordinated
cell movements during development (Figure 2) (109, 110). Activation is typically
triggered by Wnt4, Wnt5a, Wnt5b or Wnt11 interacting with FZD-2, FZD-4
or FZD-7 using co-receptors ROR1, ROR2, protein tyrosine kinase (PTK) 7 or
RYK. FZDs involved in this pathway create docking sites for Dvl and b-arrestin.
Subsequently, sequential activation of small G proteins Rac or Rho family members
and then JNK or ROCK, respectively, leads to actin cytoskeleton remodeling (111).
The identification of ROR2 as an additional Wnt receptor will be described below
and the characterization of ROR2 will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.
Co-receptor ROR2 is activated by Wnt5a-dependent signaling and the assembly of a triple complex with FZD. ROR2 is then phosphorylated at Ser/Thr sites
and subsequently recruits Dvl, Axin and GSK3b (70, 73). The type of Wnt-ligand
determines the identity of the co-receptor – e.g. LRP5/6 or ROR2 – which subsequently determines the type of b-catenin-dependent or independent signaling
outcome. Wnt5a-signaling has been shown to inhibit Wnt/b-catenin dependent
signaling (73, 112-116). Some evidence suggests that Wnt5a signaling via ROR2
may engage in cross-talk with the Wnt/b-catenin dependent pathway, resulting in
inhibition (115, 117). However, it still remains unknown how Wnt5a activation
affects Wnt3a-induced b-catenin signaling (67, 73, 112). Additionally, studies have
shown with experiments in Caenorhabditis elegans that the extracellular region of
ROR2 is able to alter Wnt signaling independently of Wnt5a (118, 119). ROR2
has also been described to enhance Wnt/b-catenin dependent signaling, although
these experiments are performed in overexpressed conditions (117, 120). Possible
signaling mechanisms of ROR2 still remain to be resolved in detail.
5.3 The Wnt-Ca2+ signaling pathway

Wnt ligands have also been shown to stimulate the Wnt-Ca2+ signaling pathway,
possibly through Wnt5a and FZD-2, -3, -4 and -6 and co-receptor ROR2 (Figure
2) (121, 122). Phospholipase C (PLC) is activated through DVL and G proteins
that binds the cell surface receptors (41, 123). Subsequently, intracellular signaling
17
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Figure 3: Wnt - b-catenin signaling in CRC tumors
Left panel: Wnt signals are attenuated by two negative-feedback regulators, E3 ligases: Rnf43 and Znrf3. The
Wnt-receptor complex is endocytosed in the presence of one of the E3 ligases by a multi-ubiquitination process
at the cytoplasmic loops of the FZD TMD.
Right panel: Hyper activation of the pathway is most often caused by genetic alterations in proteins involved in
Wnt signaling and is strongly linked to human colorectal cancer (CRC). Most RNF43 mutations give rise to
Wnt-hypersensitive tumors in CRC. Adapted from (3, 23)

molecule phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate (PIP2) is cleaved by activated PLC
into inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) and 1,2-diacylglycerol (DAG), which leads
to the association with calcium channels and thereby an increase in the cytoplasmic
Ca2+-levels. The mobilization of free intracellular Ca2+ ions regulates cell migration
and adhesion (124). The elevated levels of DAG molecules along with released
calcium ions are able to activate several kinases, including calmodulin-dependent
protein kinase II (CaMKII) and protein kinase C (PKC) (125). Cross-talk between
the Wnt-Ca2+ and the Wnt/b-catenin pathway occurs through the activation of
nuclear transcription factors by kinases, which inhibits Wnt/b-catenin signaling;
this signaling pathway also shares Wnt5a mediated signaling via direct binding
with ROR2. Activation of Ca2+/CaMKII signal transduction – mediated by Wnt5a
via ROR2 – has been suggested to be involved in axonal guidance in mammalian
brain (126, 127).
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6.

Regulating Wnt signaling activity on the receptor complex

Regulation of the signaling pathway on the ligand and receptor level is an important mechanism for controlling Wnt actions: un-balanced Wnt signaling is known
to be associated with cancer. Therefore, Wnt signaling transduction is precisely
regulated at multiple levels. The regulation at the plasma membrane is one of the
mechanisms that helps balancing Wnt signaling in stem cells.
One of the extracellular proteins that antagonize the pathway by direct interaction with Wnt ligands is the enzyme Notum, which contains a hydrophobic pocket
that may remove the PAM modification on Wnt (128, 129). Other soluble Wnt
inhibitor proteins that binds directly to Wnt-ligands are Wnt inhibitory factor
(WIF) proteins and secreted FZD-related proteins (sFRPs) (130, 131). These
extracellular ligands interfere with the binding of secreted Wnts to their corresponding receptors.
Wnt antagonists – including Dickkopf (DKK) proteins and the Sclerostin
(SOST) family – bind to LRP5/6 and thereby interfere with canonical Wnt signals
(132). Structural studies by crystallography of the C-terminal part of DKK1 and
LRP6-P3E3P4E4 (57-59) together with mutagenesis experiments showed that
these antagonists bind similarly to LRP6 as Wnt ligands. This suggests that these
Wnt antagonist molecules disrupt Wnt binding and FZD-LRP6 dimerization
(132).
Cells also employ other mechanisms to terminate Wnt action besides direct
interference with the signaling molecules by soluble proteins. Manipulation of the
FZD-LRP6 receptor levels at the cell surface is a very important mechanism for
modulating Wnt signal strength. Two homologous single-pass transmembrane E3
ligases, Rnf43 and Znrf3, have been identified as Wnt target genes in specific Wntdependent leucine-rich-containing G-protein coupled receptor (LGR) 5 stem
cells (23). The Wnt-receptor complex is endocytosed in the presence of one of the
E3 ligases by a multi-ubiquitination process at the cytoplasmic loops of the FZD
TMD (23, 133). Endocytosis of the receptor complex provides a very efficient way
for Wnt signaling attenuation. In contrast to these negative-feedback regulators,
signal enhancement of low dose Wnt is regulated by a LGR - R-spondin complex,
which interacts with Rnf43/Znrf3 resulting in the clearance of the E3 ligases from
the cell surface (134). Evidence for these complex interactions is also observed in
X-ray crystallography studies (135-138). Studies in murine intestinal epithelium
showed that deletion of both E3 ligase molecules results in adenomatous expansion of the crypts (23). One of the consequences of this process is an increase in
19
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the number of signaling competent Wnt receptors at the cell surface, which leads
to hyper-responsiveness to Wnt actions.

7.

Wnt signaling and cancer

The Wnt pathway plays an important role in the regulation of intestinal stem cells
(ISCs). ISCs in the small intestine are responsible for tissue homeostasis. Paneth
cells are part of the stem cell niche surrounding the ISCs providing physical
and biological support to these stem cells. This signaling mechanism is subject
to stringent positive and negative regulation to balance Wnt and to maintain
homeostasis in the intestine safeguarding intestinal function. The dysregulation
of Wnt/b-catenin signaling in the intestine severely disrupts homeostasis of the
intestinal tract and is a frequent occurrence during the onset and progression of
human cancers. In tumors the pathway plays an important role in the regulation
of tumor initiation, growth, cell death, differentiation and metastasis. The aberrant
regulation of Wnt signaling in cancers is mainly induced by oncogenic mutations
in the protein components of the destruction complex, such as APC, b-catenin
and Axin (139, 140). Hyper activation of the pathway is most often caused by
genetic alterations in proteins involved in Wnt signaling and is strongly linked to
human colorectal cancer (CRC) (40). Distinct levels of Wnt activation, induced by
mutations in the APC, influence the location of tumors in the intestine (141-143).
In addition, genetic mutations in downstream components of the pathway result in
aberrant signaling; also alterations in regulators on the cell surface or extracellular
components have been identified that result in oncogenic signaling (Figure 3) (3).
Mutations in cell surface receptor RNF43 have been reported in 20% of CRC
(144), as well as LRP6 mutations are characterized as novel candidates contributing
to CRC (145). Most of these mutations give rise to Wnt-hypersensitive tumors,
which theoretically can be treated with Wnt inhibitors acting on the Wnt receptor
complexes on the cell surface, e.g. porcupine inhibitors (23, 146, 147). The cellular
localization of Wnt receptors make it possible that they are more accessible for
therapeutic interference, discussed in more detail in chapter 3. Tumors other than
CRC are also Wnt driven and mutations have been characterized that affect the
Wnt signaling pathway – e.g. cholangiocarcinoma, leukaemia, melanoma, breast
cancer and prostate cancer (148-150) — underlying the important role of Wnt
signalling in the homeostasis of adult tissues. Although more molecular mechanistic insight in tumorigenesis has been gained by new developments in technologies,
such as CRISPR/Cas9 and organoid growth, there are still outstanding questions
20
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as to how genetic alterations are affecting Wnt signaling outcome and why different tumor types have particular tendency for certain mutations affecting Wnt
activation.
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Outline of this thesis
Wnt signaling plays major roles in cell-cell communication events during development and in healthy and diseased adult tissue homeostasis. The aim of this thesis
is to gain structural insight in the molecular mechanisms of Wnt receptors. We
characterize different receptors in vitro, which requires purification optimization
and a sufficient amount of protein. In this thesis we present our efforts in the
purification and characterization of a subset of important Wnt receptors, namely
human FZD-4, ROR2 and LRP6. These receptors are associated with a range of
diseases, which makes them an important target for study.
FZD-4 receptor is a GPCR, which are difficult to purify as they are unstable.
Also, the protein yield for LCP crystallization is often very low and sufficient
quality could be obtained by using truncated variants and fusions. In chapter 2
we describe an optimized protocol in the expression and purification of a seventransmembrane protein FZD-4. The reconstitution of FZD-4 can be further optimized and used for biochemical characterization in ligand interactions. Chapter 3
provides more insight in the extracellular domain of single transmembrane protein
ROR2. We produced different stable and high quantities of ROR2 fragments and
give new insight in the interaction mode of ROR2.
Wnt hypersensitive tumors offer a unique opportunity to develop therapeutic
agents by targeting the Wnt receptor complex. The results of these efforts are
described in chapter 4. Here we report – using an in vitro antibody library – high
affinity anti-LRP6 single-domain antibodies. Using X-ray crystallography, we
show how single-domain antibodies bind to the extracellular region of LRP6
and downregulate Wnt activity. Furthermore, we show that these single domain
antibodies block Wnt hypersensitive organoids growth.
Finally, the main results and conclusions of this thesis are summarized in chapter 5. We discuss how these findings provide new insights in Wnt receptors and the
possibilities to safely target the Wnt pathway for therapeutic purposes.
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Abstract

2

Frizzleds are seven-transmembrane proteins of the G-protein coupled receptor
(GPCR) family that function as the central receptor for Wnt signaling proteins. The human genome encodes 10 different members of the Frizzled family.
Frizzleds are involved in b-catenin dependent and independent pathways that
regulate processes primarily in development and in embryonic or adult stem
cell maintenance. Moreover, genetic alterations are implied in pathological
states, including carcinomas. Despite the importance of Frizzled proteins, the
structural and biochemical basis of their activities are still largely unknown.
This experimental bottleneck lies in the difficulty to achieve sufficient yield of
stable and homogeneous protein sample for structural studies. Here we report
expression screening of human Frizzled-4 and a successful protocol to obtain
high yields from mammalian cells for X-ray crystallography by lipid-cubic phase
(LCP) crystallization. The recombinant expressed Frizzled-4 can be extracted
and purified with detergent from the membrane fraction and subsequently reconstituted into nanodiscs for use in further biochemical or biophysical studies.
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Introduction
Frizzled (FZD) proteins are GPCRs that function as central components in the
b-catenin dependent and independent pathways (1). Their main ligands are extracellular Wnt glycoproteins (1). Binding Wnt proteins with FZDs and co-receptors
LDL-receptor related protein (LRP) 5/6 leads to activation and downstream
displacement of cytoplasmic scaffold protein Dishevelled (DVL), which is part of
the destruction complex, to regulate cell fate decision and the growth and repair of
several tissues (2). The DVL ‘Dishevelled, Egl-10 and Pleckstrin’ (DEP) domain
together with a characteristic C-terminal motif were shown to be necessary in
FZD binding and activation of Wnt target genes (3, 4).
FZDs are categorized as a separate class of GPCRs (5), which encompasses ten
different mammalian FZDs and the ancestral member Smoothened (SMO) (5).
FZDs consist of a prototypical 7-transmembrane-helices region and an extracellular N-terminus cysteine-rich domain (CRD) that serves a family fingerprint with
high sequence conservation. The ten FZD subtypes in human can be subdivided
into four major classes based on their sequence homologies: FZD-3 and 6 (50%),
FZD-4, 9 and 10 (50%), FZD-5 and 8 (70%) and the last cluster containing FZD1, 2 and 7 (75%) (6, 7). In addition, the FZD subtypes show similar architecture,
control common activation mechanisms and promote complementary downstream
activities. FZD activation via ligand binding of extracellular Wnt proteins, oligomerization and extracellular domain rearrangements, triggers complex formation
with two co-receptors LRP5 or LRP6, as well as other co-receptors, such as ROR
or RYK depending on the specific FZD. The Wnt-ligands interact with their
specific FZDs via two specific binding sites in the CRD (8). The ‘thumb’ containing a palmitoleoyl moiety of Wnt inserts in a lipid groove within the CRD via
hydrophobic interactions. The other site in the CRD located opposite this lipid
groove is highly conserved within the FZD family and interacts with the ‘indexfinger’ on the Wnt-ligand (8).
For this study we focus on FZD-4, which binds Wnt3a, Wnt4, Wnt5a, Wnt5b
(9). In addition, Norrin binds specifically to FZD-4, activating the canonical Wnt
signaling pathway. Surprisingly, Norrin shares no structural similarities with Wnt
ligands and binds in a dimeric arrangement to two FZD-4 molecules with several
nanomolar affinity (10, 11). It remains puzzling why Norrin binds specifically only
to FZD-4 and not to FZD-9 and FZD-10, which are subdivided in the same class
as the closest homologues of the FZD-4 receptor. The major difference between
these three receptors is a very short ECL3 loop in the FZD-4 receptor, which might
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be a mechanistic reason of the specificity. Another reason might be TSPAN12,
an specific co-receptor for the Norrin-FZD-4 receptor complex (12). Mutations
found in the FZD-4 linker between CRD and the transmembrane domain are
correlated with strong disease phenotypes, which suggest an important role of the
extracellular region of FZD in signal transduction via the transmembrane domain.
Loss of function by genetic alterations in LRP5, Norrin or FZD-4 causes a variable degree of familial exudative vitroretinopathy in humans (13-17).
The understanding of the molecular mechanisms and the functional importance of FZD subtypes are hampered by the lack of high-resolution structures.
The Rhodopsin receptor was the first GPCR crystal structure solved (18), followed
by the human GPCR b2-adrenergic receptor (19). Solving the crystal structure of
each member within the GPCR superfamily remains a major challenge in the field.
For structural characterization, it is crucial to purify these proteins in high degree
of homogeneity and yield. Crystallization of GPCRs is not trivial, since GPCRs
are present on the cell surface in low amounts and require solubilization by detergents to be extracted for biophysical and structural characterization. Each GPCR
exhibits a unique set of biochemical characteristics and requires specific conditions
for purification, for example preference for types of detergents for solubilization.
Breakthroughs in overexpression, nanobody stabilization of GPCR in different
conformational states (20), lipid-cubic phase (LCP) crystallization (21) and stabilization by amphipols or nanodiscs have been crucial to facilitate structural and
dynamic research into the GPCR family (22). To date however, there are no structural data of full-length FZDs. The structure of the most divergent F-class GPCR
family member SMO has been crystallized (23-26). The structure reveals a similar
CRD domain compared to FZD subtypes, with a large flexible linker between
the CRD and transmembrane domain and a long extracellular loop 3 (ECL 3),
shown to stabilize the CRD and linker within SMO upon sterol binding (25, 26).
The transmembrane domain between the FZD family and SMO are very similar
regarding the sequence, where the major structural differences lie in the length
of ECL3 and the extracellular linker between CRD and the first transmembrane
helix. This substantial structural difference implies independence of FZD signaling
between the transmembrane and extracellular domain within the FZD receptors,
permitting CRD clustering upon ligand binding (27, 28).
Even though very interesting biochemical characterization was done on receptor complex formation with FZD, neither of these isolation protocols yield protein
amounts needed for structural studies (9, 29). Furthermore, nanodiscs with different
lipid compositions have been successfully used for purification of intact membrane
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proteins. This technique is being used often and has been applied for the purification of GPCRs. Our aim was to obtain a high-resolution crystal structure of FZD
using LCP crystallization. Here, we describe recombinant expression, purification
and stability screening of human FZD-4 from mammalian cells with the use of
detergent, followed by the reconstitution into nanodiscs using saposin-A protein.
The presented results and method aid to the toolbox to benefit further structural
and biochemical studies of FZDs and their significance as therapeutic targets.
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Results
Human FZD-4 and mouse FZD-5 can be produced in mammalian cells
We screened full-length human FZD-4 and mouse FZD-5 of the class F GPCR
superfamily, comprising a N-terminal CRD followed by a relative flexible linker
connected to the first transmembrane helix, similar to the other member in class F,
SMO (Figure 1A). FZD-4 belongs to the subtype family with FZD-9 and FZD-10
comprising a shorter C-terminal tail and the shortest extracellular linker between
the CRD and transmembrane domain within the FZD subtypes; while FZD-5
together with FZD-8 have the longest extracellular linker between the CRD and
transmembrane domain (Figure 1B). Recombinant full-length FZD-4 and FZD5 with a C-terminal GFP-fusion were produced in human embryonic kidney
(HEK) cells and solubilized by n-dodecyl b-D-maltoside (DDM) with cholesteryl
hemisucinate (CHS) (DDM-CHS). FZD-4 yielded in a relative higher expression
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Figure 1: Frizzled production in HEK cells

a) Cartoon representation of the Smoothened (SMO) structure represented as a model for FZD receptor structures (25). Extracellular domain (CRD) is colored in sand, extracellular linker in blue and the transmembrane
domains (TMDs) in green. b) Schematic cartoon representation of the domain organization of class F GPCR
FZD-4 and FZD-5. The difference between FZD-4 and FZD-5 is shown in length of the extracellular linker
between the CRD and TMD, the extracellular loop 3 and the C-terminal intracellular loop. c) GFP-assisted
size-exclusion chromatography of FZD-4 and FZD-5 solubilized in DDM-CHS. SDS-PAGE of FZDs are
shown using in-gel fluorescence.
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level than FZD-5, as shown by fluorescence using GFP-fluorescence assisted size
exclusion chromatography (SEC) (Figure 1C) (30). The protein expression and
membrane insertion were confirmed by SDS-PAGE in-gel fluorescence of FZD-4
and FZD-5 (Figure 1C).

Optimization of expression yield for FZD-4
The yield after membrane-protein expressions are often low and, therefore, the
amount of produced FZD-4 was optimized by developing an optimization strategy
in transiently transfected HEK cells. FZD-4 was produced recombinantly in HEK
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Figure 2: Expression optimization of FZD-4 by lowering expression temperature

a) FZD-4 WT expressed in HEK293 and HEK293 deficient in N-acetyl-glucosaminyltransferase I (GnTI-)
cells. For both cell types FZD-4 can be efficiently purified with a C-terminal -STREPII3-GFP tag b) Time
course of expression of FZD-4 in HEK293 cells. HEK 293 cells were transfected with FZD-4-STREPII3GFP and after 24 hours cultures were left at 37 °C or shifted to 30 °C. FSEC profiles of FZD-4, 96 hours
post transfection using a S200 5/150 column. c) Comparison of expression at 37 °C and 30 °C on the basis of
the peak area estimated by Gaussian fitting. d) Time course of the cell viability of cultures at 37°C and 30°C.
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293 cells and HEK 293 deficient in N-acetyl-glucosaminyltransferase I (GnTI-)
cells and solubilized with DDM-CHS. Affinity purification using the STREPII3tag was convenient for accelerated screening, because of its high selectivity, which
therefore results in relatively pure protein (Figure 2A). We assessed the effect
of temperature on the growth of HEK cells transiently expressed with FZD-4,
previously shown to improve the efficiency of membrane protein expression (31).
The total expression of FZD-4 containing a C-terminal STREPII3-GFP tag was
visualized using GFP-fluorescence assisted SEC after direct solubilization with
detergent without any purification steps. The relative amount of solubilized protein
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Figure 3: Purification and characterization of FZD-4

a) Analytical Trp-assisted SEC profiles for FZD-4-His6 solubilized in a range of detergents in the presence
300 mM NaCl using Superose 6 5/150 column. b) Trp assisted SEC profiles of purified FZD-4-His6 solubilized in DDM-CHS and analyzed in a range of NaCl concentrations. First purification step was performed
using IMAC followed by an analytical gel filtration using a S200 5/150 column. c) Size exclusion chromatogram of purified FZD-4- His6 from large culture HEK293 cells. The first peaks migrated in the void volume
which indicates aggregates in the samples. The second peak showed FZD4 purified. d) Coomassie-stained
SDS-PAGE of the fractions indicated in (c).
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in the cleared lysates was estimated on the basis of the peak area obtained from
the SEC curves, each corresponding to the same culture volume (Figure 2B). We
monitored the time course of overexpressed protein solubilized in detergent as well
as cell viability. We measured expression levels of FZD-4 over time of transfected
cells grown at 30°C or 37°C (Figure 2C). Whereas the expression levels of FZD4 increased for cells grown at 30°C up to 96 hours, we observed a reduction in
expression levels for the cells incubated at 37°C after 72 hours. Concomitantly
the viability of FZD-4 expressing cells decreased rapidly at 37°C after 72 hours,
whereas the viability of cells overexpressing FZD-4 at 30°C were still viable 96
hours post transfection (Figure 2D). Subsequently, for overexpression of FZD-4
cells were grown at 30 °C and harvested 4 days post transfection.

Screening for solubilization and optimal purification of FZD-4
Protein extraction and stability of FZD-4-STREPII3 was screened by Trpfluorescence assisted SEC for a set of different detergents (Figure 3). Extraction
and solubilization of FZD-4 from membranes depended strongly on the detergent
used. Octyl b-D-glucopyranoside (OG), which generates small micelles, was not
efficient in FZD-4 extraction from HEK membranes. Also, FZD-4 solubilized
in detergents like LDAO or CHAPS had the propensity to from aggregates
eluting at the void volume. FZD-4 extracted in mild detergents, like n-dodecyl
b-D-maltoside (DDM) with cholesteryl hemisucinate (CHS), migrated as a semimonodisperse peak and was efficient in protein extraction from mammalian cell
membranes (Figure 3A). Other detergents tested did not solubilize FZD-4 to a
satisfactory degree. Next, the protein stability was further screened with different concentrations of salt for FZD-4 solubilized in detergent DDM-CHS. We
observed a monodisperse peak in different concentrations of NaCl (Figure 3B). We
performed an up-scale growth extraction and purification of FZD-4-His6 for use
in further biochemical studies. We were not able to use the TEV-STREPII3-GFP
tag for up-scale purification, since the TEV-protease cleavage was unsuccessful due
to aggregation of FZD-4. The C-terminal His6-tagged FZD-4 was successfully
solubilized from HEK membranes using DDM-CHS and purified via immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) and subsequently applied to a size
exclusion column (Figure 3C).
The SEC elution profile, monitored at 280 nm absorbance, appeared as two
peaks. Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE indicated the second peak containing
FZD-4 (Figure 3D). In addition, a smaller void peak was observed, which cor41
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responded to a fraction of aggregated protein. FZD-4 membrane inserted protein
can be obtained as a homogenous sample in detergent DDM-CHS by a two-step
purification from HEK cells. The GFP tag on FZD-4 can be successfully used for
stability screening and as a quality control in analytical GFP-fluorescence assisted
SEC. However, further studies are required to verify correct folding using specific
assays.

Optimization FZD-4 construct for LCP crystallization
N-terminal and C-terminal flexible parts in FZD-4 were systematically truncated
to facilitate crystallization trials (Figure 4A). The FZD-4 truncated variants with
a C-terminal -STREPII3-GFP tag were expressed and purified in DDM-CHS.
However, truncated FZD-4 variants yielded lower FZD-4 -GFP signal in the
soluble fraction after membrane solubilization and ultracentrifugation compared
to FZD-4 wildtype (Figure 4B). To increase expression levels and protein surface
availability for crystal contact formation, we fused apo-cytochrome (BRIL) or
T4 lysozyme (T4L) to the N-terminus of FZD-4 replacing the CRD, previously
shown to facilitate GPCR crystallization (32, 33), as used for the first structure in
class F of GPCRs, BRIL-SMO (23). The FZD-4 fusions were purified in DDMCHS to evaluate yields and stability using GFP-fluorescence assisted SEC. The
N- and C-terminus linker length were truncated in combination with the BRIL/
T4L fusions. BRIL fused to the N-terminus with the short-truncated N- and
C-terminus linker, appeared to increase expression compared to FZD-4 wildtype
(Figure 4C – 4D). Sequence analysis of FZD-4 showed a possible disulfide bridge
in the N-terminus linker and the first extracellular loop, which is also observed in
SMO crystal structure. Therefore, truncations were made before the cysteine in
the N-terminal linker, which might help in structural stability by fixating the rest
of the N-terminal extracellular linker. The truncated construct of FZD-4 with the
highest yield and N-terminal fused with BRIL was chosen for crystallization trials.
The crystallization trials using the LCP method were not successful in yielding
crystals with protein diffraction patterns.
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Figure 4: Construct optimization to facilitate crystallization

a) Cartoon representation of FZD-4 constructs made to facilitate crystallization. b) GFP-assisted fluorescence
SEC profiles of N- and C-terminal truncated FZD-4-STREPII3-GFP solubilized in DDM-CHS using a
S200 5/150 column. c) GFP-assisted fluorescence SEC profiles of N- and C-terminal truncated FZD-4STREPII3-GFP fused with T4L on the N-terminus of FZD-4 solubilized in DDM-CHS using a S200 5/150
column. Some of the fused constructs boost the expression levels for the truncated versions of FZD-4 and
are comparable with FZD-4 WT expression levels. d) GFP-assisted fluorescence SEC profiles of N- and
C-terminal truncated FZD-4-STREPII3-GFP fused with BRIL on the N-terminus of FZD-4 solubilized in
DDM-CHS using a S200 5/150 column. The GFP fluorescence signal is higher compared to FZD-4 WT for
some of the BRIL-fused truncated constructs.

Reconstitution of FZD-4 in saposin-lipid nanoparticles
Next, we aimed to reconstitute FZD-4n in a saposin-lipid nanodiscs. Saposin molecules are characterized by binding to lipids and can be used for the incorporation
of membrane proteins (34). Purified homogenous FZD-4 sample was incubated
with saposin A with detergent-solubilized brain lipid extract at physiological pH
7.4. The DDM-CHS surrounding FZD-4 was removed via an initial dilution
step and subsequent SEC in buffer without detergent. When SEC buffer without
DDM-CHS was used, FZD-4 was not soluble but aggregated and did not eluted
from the column. Therefore, the gel filtration peak corresponds to the membrane
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protein FZD incorporated into saposin A nanoparticles (Figure 5A). The protein
reconstitution and membrane insertion were confirmed by SDS-PAGE in-gel
fluorescence of isolated membranes for FZD-4-GFP (Figure 5B-5D).
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Figure 5: Reconstitution of FZD-4 in Saposin nanodiscs

a) Size exclusion chromatogram of FZD-4 reconstituted in BBL-SAP nanodiscs using a Superose 6 10/300
column. b) Collected fractions of FZD-4 in nanodiscs after SEC and directly analyzed using fluorescence.
Fractions G6-G9 corresponds to the fractions indicated in (a). c) In gel fluorescence SDS-PAGE of FZD-4
in detergent (first lane), Saposin (negative control, second lane), followed by two fractions of FZD-4 reconstitution before SEC (third and fourth lanes), and the peak fractions of FZD-4 in nanodiscs. d) WB using an
anti-STREP antibody of peak fraction G7. e) Electron micrographs of FZD-4 in saposin nanodiscs stained
with uranyl acetate after size exclusion chromatography.
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A peak fraction corresponding to FZD-4 in a SAP nanodiscs were used for further
analysis via electron microscopy (EM). Negative-stain EM showed a heterogeneous
population of particles that adopted random orientations on the grid (Figure 5E).
We were not able to pick particles to create two-dimensional (2D) class averages,
because of the difficulty to align the round discs.

Determination of FZD-4 activity
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An important binding partner for FZDs and used in most Wnt signaling activity assays are Wnt proteins. They are very hydrophobic and require detergents
for purification, which presents restrictions to the preparation and application
of recombinant Wnt proteins. This hydrophobicity has hindered binding assays
to FZDs reconstituted in nanodiscs and furthermore the determination of the
functional importance of FZD subtypes. Wnt proteins are also able to bind to
nanodiscs mimicking a lipid-like environment without the incorporation of FZD
(35). Therefore, the activity, the corrected folded protein was hard to verify using
Wnt-ligands. Recombinant Wnt3a has been shown to bind FZD-4 (9). We were
able to produce active Wnt3a in complex with binding partner Afamin in mammalian cells (36) (Figure 6A). However, TopFlash assay showed an inhibition of
Wnt signal activity using full-length FZD-4 reconstituted in nanodiscs as well
as FZD-4-DCRD. This suggest an interaction with Wnt and lipids within the
nanodiscs (Figure 6B).
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Figure 6: TopFlash assay with Afamin-Wnt3a and FZD-4 reconstituted in nanodiscs
a) Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE of purified Afamin-Wnt3a complex co-expressed in HEK293 cells and
purified via a two-step purification protocol. b) TopFlash assay using Wnt-conditioned medium (Wnt3a-CM),
purified Afamin-Wnt3a complex and Afamin-Wnt3a together with FZD reconstituted in nanodiscs.
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Discussion

2

Structure determination has advanced, since the first GPCR crystal structure in the
field of structural membrane biology (37). This progress, which allowed structural
studies of GPCRs different classes, was based on various method developments,
including the optimization of the recombinant production of GPCRs, increasing the probability of crystal formation by fusions using T4 lysozyme and BRIL,
high-affinity ligands and nanobodies (32, 33, 38). However, despite the immense
progress to explain the mechanism on how GPCRs function, many subtypes within
the different GPCR classes pose challenging obstacles for structure determination.
Here we present expression and stability screening for GPCR FZD-4, as a successful purification protocol to optimize FZD-4 production in high quantities.
Human FZD-4 can be produced by recombinant protein expression in HEK cells.
We further showed that FZD-4 could be extracted from isolated membranes using
DDM-CHS, which yielded higher stability of FZD-4 compared to other detergents. Overall, we showed that with HEK cells it is possible to produce and extract
FZD-4 in quantities suitable for structural, biochemical and biophysical studies.
To facilitate crystal contacts in LCP crystallization we optimized the FZD-4
construct by truncations in the flexible regions in the N- and C-terminus and
by fusing BRIL to the N-terminus of FZD-4. A method to get a better thermostable receptor is the use of StaR {Robertson:2011ic}. This extensive mutagenesis
approach for the whole protein to obtain a more thermostable receptor, might
facilitate LCP crystallization.
Techniques that complement structural characterization of FZDs are essential
for the understanding of the function. For example, the interaction of FZDs with
lipids and their partner proteins, such as Wnt proteins, Norrin or intracellular
proteins from the destruction complex, like DVL. Remarkably, the transmembrane
domain within the FZD family is highly conserved, however the differences within
the CRDs of the FZD subtypes may be enough to provide selectivity for therapeutic targeting. Further characterization of FZD-4 in a lipid-like environment
can provide insights whether this GPCR is therapeutically tractable and can be
used to increase specificity of FZD inhibitors. The reconstitution of FZD-4 in
nanodiscs can also be used to study intracellular and extracellular binding partner
interactions. Our strategy showed that FZD-4 can be reconstituted in a nanodiscs,
however it remains open if the use of saposin nanodiscs is the ideal method. Possibly, FZD-4 molecules may exhibit freedom to move within a disc and that the disc
is too big. Moreover, Wnt ligands may bind non-specifically to nanodiscs, as shown
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in a negative control; DCRD-FZD4 of the luciferase assay. Agonist Norrin binds
specifically to FZD-4 and activates Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway together
with LRP5/6. Sequence analysis of close homologues FZD-9 and FZD-10 shows
that they share the Norrin binding site. It might be that the complex specificity
for FZD-4 – Norrin is dependent on co-receptor TSPAN12 or due to structural
rearrangement depending on the remarkable shorter ECL3 loop in the FZD-4
receptor (12). The importance of these interpretations is also observed in genetic
mutations in patients with familial exudative virtreoretinopathy, where alterations
were mapped in the binding region responsible for signaling activation (15, 17).
But importantly also mutation in the FZD-4 linker are linked with diseases, which
support a role for the linker between the CRD and the transmembrane domain in
Norrin signaling (17). Homo dimerization of Norrin is required for signal transmission via two FZD-4 molecules and two LRP5 molecules as the co-receptor (10,
11, 39). Recent studies also showed the dimerization of FZD-6 molecules on the
cell surface (29). A tool that might facilitate in capturing FZD oligomerization
is the use of detergent-free extraction, such as SMALPs (40, 41). Protein extraction using the SMALP approach can provide more mechanistic insight in the
native environment of FZDs in complex with binding partners. By exploring the
optimization of FZD-4 production and reconstitution into nanodiscs a foundation
is made for further structural and biochemical characterization.
In summary, we optimized FZD-4 overexpression and efficient purification
in DDM-CHS. The resulting sample was pure, and therefore suitable for further
biochemical and biophysical experiments.
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Materials and methods
Generation of protein constructs

2

cDNA of full length human Frizzled-4 was a kind gift from Dr. W. de Lau (Hubrecht Institute, Utrecht) and cDNA of full length mouse Frizzled-5 was a kind gift
from Prof. Dr. M. Maurice (Universitair Medical Center, Utrecht). The full-length
constructs were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using a forward
primer containing BamHI restriction site while omitting the start codon and a
reverse primer that introduces a NotI restriction site and omit the stop-codon.
The pcr products were subcloned into pCR8-TOPO vector (Invitrogen). For HEK
cell expression, the BamHI-NotI coding sequence fragments were subcloned into
pUPE vectors (U-protein Express BV, The Netherlands) that contain an expression cassette under control of a CMV promotor. The expression vectors used for
screening encoded an C-terminal GFP tag followed by a triple STREPII tag
repeat (-GFP-STREPII3) and for further up-scale growth an C-terminal -His6
tag vectors (U-protein Express BV, The Netherlands).
Frizzled-4 constructs with N- and C-terminal truncations were generated with
the same BamHI-NotI cloning strategy using PCR. The N-terminal fusion constructs of Frizzled-4 containing T4L or BRIL were generated using overhang PCR.
Coding sequences of BRIL and T4L contained 5’ BamHI and 3’ KpnI restriction
sites. Using the same cloning strategy as described above, 5’ KpnI and 3 ’NotI restrictions sites were introduced in the different Frizzled-4 truncated constructs for
attachment of the fusion protein; T4L-FZD-4, BRIL-FZD-4. The PCR products
were sub-cloned into pCR8-TOPO vector (Invitrogen). The digestion products of
both DNA fragments T4L/BRIL and truncated Frizzled-4 constructs were mixed
and ligated in a BamHI and NotI pre-digested pCR8-TOPO vector to make the
N-terminal fusion Frizzled-4 constructs. For HEK cell expression, the N-terminal
fusion constructs were subcloned into expression vector containing for screening
an C-terminal -GFP-STREPII3 tag and for large scale purification an C-terminal
-His6 tag (U-protein Express BV, The Netherlands).

Protein expression, extraction and purification
All Frizzled constructs were recombinant expressed in suspension growing EpsteinBarr virus nuclear antigen I (EBNA1-expressing) HEK-293 cells (HEK293E),
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unless noted otherwise. The membrane protein extraction and purification steps
were done at 4 °C or on ice, unless noted otherwise.
For the initial construct screening of full-length Frizzled 4/5 and stability
detergent screenings of FZD-4 were performed from 4 mL HEK293 cell cultures
grown at 37 °C and harvested after 96 hours. For expression optimization of fulllength FZD-4, 25-50 mL HEK293 cell cultures were grown at 37 °C or 30 °C.
Cell viabilities and cell counts were measured using a cell counter TC20 (Biorad).
Large scale transfections of FZD-4 in suspension growing HEK 293E cells were
performed at 30°C and harvested after 96 hours.
Pellets from small scale cultures were solubilized for 1 hour in 500 mL 25 mM
HEPES pH 7.4, 300mM NaCl, EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche)
and 1 % w/v DDM-CHS (Anatrace). Insoluble material was removed via ultracentrifugation (100.000 x g) for 1 hour. The supernatant was analyzed via GFPfluorescence assisted size exclusion chromatography (SEC) equilibrated in 25 mM
HEPES pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl and 0.03 % DMM-CHS. GFP fluorescence was
detected via excitation at 488 nm and emission detection at 509 nm using an inline fluorescence detector (Shimadzu).
Pellets containing FZD-4-His6 harvested from large scale cultures were resuspended and homogenized (Dounce homogenizer) in hypotonic buffer (25 mM
HEPES pH 7.5, 25 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 2 mg/mL iodoacetamide (Sigma
Aldrich) and EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail) followed by 1 h incubation at
4 °C. Membranes were harvested via ultracentrifugation (100.000 x g) for 1 h and
subsequently resuspended and homogenized in hypertonic buffer (25 mM HEPES
pH 7.4, 1 M NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 2 mg/mL iodoacetamide (Sigma Aldrich) and
EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail and 1 mg/mL DNase I (Sigma Aldrich)).
Membranes were collected and solubilized for 2 hours in 25 mM HEPES pH
7.4, 500 mM NaCl, 2 mg/mL iodoacetamide (Sigma Aldrich) and EDTA-free
protease inhibitor cocktail and 1 % DDM-CHS. Insoluble material was removed
from supernatant with solubilized FZD-4-His6 via ultracentrifugation (100.000 x
g) for 1 h. Concentrated imidazole solution was added to the cleared supernatant
to a final concentration of 15 mM. Proteins were purified by the addition of NiSepharose 6 Fast Flow beads (GE Healthcare) and incubated overnight at 4°C.
The affinity column was packed by pouring the beads into a Tricorn column (GE
Healthcare). The column was washed with 25 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 500 mM
NaCl, 0,05 % DDM-CHS supplemented with 35 mM imidazole. Proteins were
eluted in the buffer supplemented with 300 mM imidazole. FZD-4 was further
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purified using SEC on a Superdex S200 Hiload 10 300 column (GE Healthcare)
equilibrated in 25 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl and 0.03 % DDM – CHS.

2

Reconstitution of into nanodiscs
For FZD-4 reconstitution, brain lipid mixes from bovine brain (Sigma-Aldrich)
was used. A stock solution containing a detergent-solubilized lipid mix (25 mg/
mL lipids) was prepared by dissolving the brain lipid mix in buffer containing 50
mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% DDM. For reconstitution of FZD-4, 30
ml of the brain lipid mix (5 mg/mL brain lipid mix in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150
mM NaCl, 0.3% DDM) was incubated for 5 min at 37 °C. A second incubation
step at room temperature (RT) was performed by adding 30 ml of purified FZD-4
(10 mg/mL). Subsequently, 150 ml of purified saposin A (1.3 mg/mL) (see (34)
for purification protocol) was added to the protein-lipid mix for 5 min at RT. The
mixture was diluted with 370 ml 1x PBS (pH 7.4) and incubated again for 5 min
at RT. Subsequently, the mixture was further diluted with 370 ml 1x PBS. Two gel
filtrations steps were used on a Superose6 10/300 column equilibrated in x1 PBS,
to dilute the sample for negative-stain electron microscopy.

Negative-stain electron microscopy (EM)
5 ml of the peak fractions after SEC with FZD-4 reconstituted in nanodiscs was
applied to a glow discharged carbon coated copper grid (Electron Microscopy
Sciences, CF200-CU). The grids were stained with fresh prepared 0.75% uranyl
formatted solution. Tecnai-12 (FEI) operating at 120 kV was used for image
acquisition (BM-Eagle CCD camera (FEI)).

Protein expression and purification complex Afamin – Wnt3a
Soluble mouse Wnt3a (containing an internal His-tag (42)) – human Afamin (tagless) complex was transiently expressed in HEK293-EBNA1 cells (U-protein Express BV, The Netherlands). The expression was optimized for protein expression by
performing plasmid titration (43). Transfections with a 1:40 ratio of Wnt3a-Afamin
expression plasmid, improved complex production. After five days expression medium
was harvested by centrifugation for 20 minutes at 1000 x g. The complex was purified
via mWnt3a(His) by the addition of Ni-Sepharose excel resin (GE Healthcare) and
incubated overnight at 4 °C. A packed column was washed using IMAC A buffer (25
50
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mM HEPES pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl and 10 mM Imidazole). Proteins were eluted
in IMAC B (25 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl and 250 mM Imidazole), followed by a purification step with SEC, using a Superdex 200 HiLoad 16 60 column
(GE Healthcare) in 15 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 and 150 mM NaCl.

Luciferase reporter assays
HEK293T cells were seeded in 24-well plates. The cells were transfected with 30 ng
DNA containing either TOPflash or FOPflash reporter constructs supplemented
with 5 ng TK-Renilla as a transfection control (44). Wnt3a-Afamin conditioned
media together with FZD-4 in nanodiscs were used for stimulation, performed
overnight. The Wnt pathway activity was determined by measuring luciferase
activity on a 960S Centro luminometer (Berthold) using the Dual Luciferase
Reporter Kit (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Abstract

3

Single-pass type I transmembrane protein ROR2 is a member of the receptor
tyrosine kinase (RTK) family and regulates multiple processes during embryonic development. Elevated expression levels of ROR2 are associated with
tumor formation in several cancer types and can therefore be a valuable target
in therapeutics. ROR2 binds Wnt ligands via a Frizzled (FZD)-like cysteine
rich domain (CRD), one of its three extracellular domains. Although the CRD
is indispensable for ROR2 function and signaling, its molecular architecture is
unknown. Our understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying ROR2
CRD function is hampered by the lack of high-resolution structures. Here we
present the crystal structure of human ROR2 CRD with a domain architecture
largely similar to the homologous FZD CRDs but exhibiting a large rearrangement of the C-terminal helices. These helices show a high degree of flexibility,
reflected by high crystallographic B-factors, which is proposed to be the cause
of diffuse scattering in the X-ray diffraction images. Furthermore, our results
highlight the flexibility of the full-length extracellular domain that exists as a
monomer in solution. The crystal structure of the ROR2 CRD suggests how
ROR2 can harbor the conserved palmitoylated tail of Wnt ligands.
Keywords: Receptor tyrosine kinase, ROR2, cysteine-rich domain, Frizzled, X-ray
crystallography
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Introduction
The classical Wnt/b-catenin-mediated signaling involves Wnts – e.g. Wnt1, Wnt3/
Wnt3a – binding to Frizzled (FZD) and low-density receptor (LRP) 5/6; this
binding leads to dimerization of the two receptors (1). In the Wnt/b-catenin independent pathways, the Wnt-Ca2+ pathway (2) and the planar-cell polarity (PCP)
pathway (3-5), Wnt ligands bind and signal through FZD together with receptor
tyrosine kinase (RTK)-like orphan receptor (ROR) 1 and 2 or related-tyrosine
kinase (RYK) receptors (6, 7). The (co-)receptors ROR function during embryonic
development and are not present in most adult tissues (8). During developmental
regulation they coordinate an array of cellular functions including cell specification, proliferation and directed tissue movement (3, 9), via phosphorylation of the
shared Wnt component, the cytosolic effector protein Dishevelled (DVL) (10, 11),
and regulation of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway (12-14).
ROR2 plays a role in cancers driven by canonical Wnt signaling, in which
ROR2 receptor expression is increased (7, 15). These elevated expression levels of
ROR2 are correlated with tumor formation in multiple cancer types, including
prostate cancer (16, 17), gastrointestinal stromal tumor (18), colorectal cancer (19),
gastric cancer (20), osteosarcoma (21-23), melanoma (24, 25), cell carcinoma (26,
27) and breast cancer (13) and can therefore be a valuable prognostic biomarker. In
addition, genetic alterations in ROR2 or its loss of function are involved in various
skeletal malformations during early embryogenesis in humans and mice, such as
the autosomal recessive Robinow syndrome and autosomal dominant brachydactyly type B (28-31).
Within the RTK family, ROR2 and its close relative ROR1, are closely related
to the tyrosine receptor kinase (Trk) neurotrophin and muscle-specific kinase
(MuSK) receptors, although ROR receptors constitute a distinct subgroup that
act as Wnt ligand (co-)receptors (12, 32, 33). Protein sequence domain analysis
predict that the extracellular domain (ECD) of ROR1 and ROR2 share a similar
architecture consisting of three domains, an immunoglobulin(Ig)-like domain, a
Frizzled(FZD)-like cysteine rich domain (CRD) followed by a Kringle domain
before a single transmembrane helix (32). The intracellular domain comprises a
catalytically inactive (pseudo) kinase domain followed by two Serine/Threoninerich domains flanking a Proline-rich domain (34-36). The CRDs of ROR1 and
ROR2 are the functional recognition modules of the ECD, identified as the Wntligand binding site (33, 37).
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Several Wnt ligands involved in both canonical and non-canonical signaling
pathways initiate signal transduction via the CRD of ROR1 and ROR2, such as
Wnt3a, Wnt5a/5b, Wnt7 and Wnt11 (23, 37-42). The molecular basis for ROR2–
Wnt interactions however remains elusive. The first step in canonical Wnt signaling
initiation is binding of Wnt to the CRD of FZD. Xenopus Wnt-8 (XWnt-8) has
a two-domain architecture, rich in cysteines and modelled with a lipid acyl group
(43). The crystal structure of XWnt-8 in complex with FZD-CRD revealed two
highly conserved binding sites on the CRD with the highly conserved tips of the
two-domain structure of Wnt (43). A hydrophobic pocket in the CRD is required
to facilitate binding of the lipid tail of Wnt ligands. This is also verified with crystal
structures of the CRD of different FZDs bound to a lipid revealing that two CRD
molecules can adapt two different conformations of which one of them accommodates one lipid in a similar continuous hydrophobic binding site (44, 45).
As ROR2 is upregulated in an array of cancer types and regulates Wnt/bcatenin signaling during tumor formation, it is a promising therapeutic target.
Therefore, understanding how the structural features of the ECD of ROR affect
its function is both of biological and medical significance. Here, we describe the
crystal structure of the free CRD of human ROR2. Furthermore, we show there
is flexibility in the ECD of ROR2 using SAXS. Functionally, we show in a Wnt
reporter assay that ROR2 cannot inhibit Wnt3a/b-catenin signaling by its ECD
but instead potentiates Wnt signaling.
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Results
ROR2 cloning, expression and purification
To determine the crystal structure of the extracellular domain (ECD) of ROR2,
tools were created for optimal protein purification. Four ROR2 constructs, IgCRD-Kringle (residues 55-394), Ig-CRD (residues 55-315), CRD (residues 169315) and CRD-Kringle (residues 169-394), were cloned in vectors suitable for
recombinant expression in human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells deficient in
N-acetyl-glucosaminyltransferase I (GnTI-) (HEK293-EBNA1-S), which contained a C-terminal StrepII3-tag or C-terminal His6-tag for affinity purification,
see Figure 1A-B. Proteins were purified at a concentration of approximately2-5
mg/L medium (Figure 1C) and all variants showed a mono-dispersed peak on Trp
fluorescence-assisted size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (Figure 1D).

Determination of the monomeric state of ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle in
solution
ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle, comprising the entire ectodomain, was purified at high purity with a yield of 5 mg/L (Figure 2A – 2B). Analysis by reducing and non-reducing
SDS-PAGE showed that the entire ectodomain of ROR2 forms a high molecularweight band (>75 kDa) under non-reducing conditions, indicating the formation of
a dimer (Figure 2C). Despite this observation, dimer assembly was not observed by
SEC multi-angle light scattering (MALS) and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
(Figure 2D,3). In SEC-MALS, a weight average mass of 41.7 kDa was determined
from the light-scattering signal, which correlates with a theoretical mass of 43
kDa corresponding to the fully glycosylated ectodomain of ROR2 (ROR2 without
glycans has a predicted molecular mass of 39 kDa) (Figure 2D). SAXS analysis
supported the occurrence of monomers in solution (Figure 3A). The molecular mass
estimated from the I0 value of the Guinier plot was 39 kDa (Figure 3B). Moreover,
the Kratky plot of ROR2 reached a plateau around 1.5 nm-1 and indicated partial
flexibility of the ectodomain, as indicated by increasing values at higher scattering
angles (46) (Figure 3C). The pair-distribution function P(r) indicated a multidomain
composition, with a maximum particle size (Dmax) of 112 Å (Figure 3D). Ab initio
3D models generated by DAMMIF (47) are consistent with a flexible arrangement
of three lobes formed by Ig, CRD and Kringle domains (Figure 3E).
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ROR2 CRD crystal structure determination
All ROR2 constructs were tested in crystallization trials. These crystallization
experiments yielded high-quality crystals of ROR2 CRD obtained with a 2 mg/L
a
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Figure 1: ROR2 domain organization and expression

a) Schematic representation of ROR2 domain composition. The extracellular domain consists of three domains,
Ig-like C2-type (pink), FZD-CRD like domain (beige) and a kringle domain (blue). Stars indicate predicted
N-glycosylation sites. The tyrosine kinase-like domain and the Ser/Thr/Pro (S/T/P)-rich domain constitute
the intracellular domain, depicted in grey and brown respectively. The intracellular domain of ROR2 is not
included in the optimized constructs. b) ROR2 protein variants expressed in HEK293 cells indicated by residue boundaries shown in a). c) Product of the ROR2 protein variants shown on reducing coomassie-stained
SDS-PAGE gel after a single affinity purification step. Each construct expressed with a C-terminal His6-tag
(first lane) and C-terminal STREPII3 -tag (second lane). Construct 1; ROR2 ECD 55-394, 2; ROR2 ECD
55-315, 3; ROR2 ECD 169-315 and 4; ROR2 ECD 169-394. Asterisks indicate potential N-glycosylated
proteins. d) C-terminal STREPII3-tagged ROR2 proteins variants analyzed with Trp-assisted size-exclusion
chromatography after STREP purification in SEC buffer show a mono-dispersed peak.
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yield after purification (Figure 4A – 4B). Crystal structures of ROR2 CRD were
determined in two different crystal forms, I222 and P21212, of crystals obtained at
pH 9.0 and pH 7.0, respectively (Figure 4C and Table 1). Structures were solved using molecular replacement, using rat MuSK CRD (48) (Protein Data Bank (PDB)
ID 3hkl) as a search model, which has 20% sequence identity with human ROR2
CRD. Statistics for data collection and refinement are summarized in Table 1. The
crystal that belonged to the I222 space group contained one protein molecule in
the asymmetric unit (ASU), whereas the crystal belonging to space group P21212
contained two protein molecules in the ASU. The crystal packing arrangements of
the two crystal forms of ROR2 CRD were correlated. They differed by loss of a
translational symmetry element (i.e. the centering operation) from I222 to P21212,
b
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Figure 2: Purification of ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle

a) Two-step purification strategy for ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle, with size exclusion chromatography as the
last step showed a mono-dispersed peak. Peak fractions collected are indicated with the grey box. b) Reducing coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE of the mono-dispersed peak shows highly pure ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle.
c) Non-reducing coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE shows the appearance of a second band of approximately 75
kDa, whereas reducing SDS-PAGE shows ROR2 at the expected height of 43 kDa for a (fully glycosylated)
monomer. d) SEC-MALS experiment of ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle shows a mass of approximately 41 kDa. The
plotted UV absorption signal was recorded at 280 nm.
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leading to two independent molecules in the ASU of P21212. Superposition of
the two models yields a 0.1-Å root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) for all of the
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Figure 3: SAXS analysis shows flexibility in ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle as a monomer

a) SAXS curve of ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle at 2.98 mg/mL. b) Guinier plot from the SAXS curve, in which the
two lines indicate the limits of the data points used for the determination of the radius-of gyration, Rg, and the
extrapolated intensity at zero scattering angle, I(0). The red line indicates the fit. The Rg determined of ROR2
ECD is 3.2 nm c) The Kratky plot shows that ROR2 is folded, but rather flexible. There are no signs of large
unstructured regions (46). d) The pair distance distribution function P(r) of ROR2 is typical for a multidomain
protein and indicates a maximum particle size Dmax of 11.2 nm. e) Ab initio modeling by DAMMIF (green)
reveals a multidomain architecture as modeled by close homologs MusK-Ig (PDB ID: 2iep), MuSK-CRD
(PDB ID: 3hkl) and plasminogen-Kringle (PDB ID: 4cik) shown in surface representation (beige). The N- and
C-terminus cannot be distinguished based on this model.
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Ca-atoms (Figure S1A). Superposition of the molecules in the different space
groups superpose with an rmsd of 0.3 Å (for all Ca-atoms) (Figure S1B).

Diffuse scattering in the primitive orthorhombic structure of ROR2 CRD
We observed significant diffuse scattering in X-ray diffraction images from the
P21212 crystal with strong streaks in the b* direction. Analysis of the diffraction
images showed that all planes in reciprocal space with indices hnl, i.e. with integer values of k, displayed sharp Bragg spots. Planes hkn showed streaks in the
k-direction for values of h close to 5 (i.e. starting from h = 2 until 8) (Figure 5A).
Planes nkl contained streaks in k dependent on the value of h. For n=h=0, 10, 20 we
observed sharp diffraction spots (Figure 5B), whereas h=5 showed the most intense
streaks together with visible Bragg spots (Figure 5C). These observations imply an
underlying order-disorder layer-type structure (49).
Structure refinement of P21212 data collected up to 2.1-Å resolution could not
be improved beyond R/Rwork= 29.5/25.2 %. An increase of refined B-factors was
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Figure 4: Purification of ROR2 CRD

a) Purified ROR2 CRD by size-exclusion chromatography. b) Reducing coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel
of purified ROR2 CRD construct expressed with a C-terminal His6-tag in large scale expression volumes. c)
Crystals of ROR2 CRD obtained using sitting-drop diffusion at 18 °C in condition 0.1 M Bicine pH 9.0, 30%
PEG 6000 (1) and at 4 °C in condition 0.1 M HEPES pH 7.0, 30% PEG 6000 (2).
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Table 1: Crystallographic and structure refinement statistics.

ASU is asymmetric unit; CC is correlation coefficient; R.M.S.D. is root mean square deviation. Rfree value
calculations are based on 5% randomly selected reflections.
Data collection

Space group

Cell dimensions
a, b, c (Å)

3

ROR2 CRD

ESRF-ID23-1
I 222

50.2, 68.3, 96.6

ROR2 CRD

ESRF-ID30b
P 21 21 2

67.7, 99.7, 50.2

α, β, γ (°)

90.0, 90.0, 90.0

90.0, 90.0, 90.0

Resolution (Å)*

48.1 - 2.3 (2.4 - 2.3)

40.3 – 2.1 (2.2 - 2.1)

15243

208791

99.04 (93.4)

85.4 (91.5)

Wavelength (Å)
No. copies per ASU

Total No. of reflections

No. of unique reflections
Completeness*
Multiplicity*

0.9999
1

7652

2.0 (2.0)

I/σI*

14.1 (2.2)

CC1/2 (%)*

99.9 (95.2)

Rmerge (%)*

0.9754
2

17842

11.7 (12.5)
6.8 (0.6)

1.4 (19.3)

18.4 (452.9)

Rwork/Rfree (%)

25.8/27.8

25.2/29.5

Protein

83.8

63.6

Bond lengths (Å)

0.002

0.003

Favored (%)

93.55

97.7

Disallowed (%)

0.00

Refinement

Average B-factor (A2)

R.m.s. deviations

Bond angles (°)

Ramachandran plot
Allowed (%)

Rotamer outliers (%)

0.54

6.45

1.83

99.8 (55.2)

0.64

2.3

0.0

0.46

*Highest resolution shell in parentheses.

observed for residues 261-297 of ROR2 CRD (Figure 5D). In the crystal, packing
this less ordered region is responsible for contacts between the molecules in the
b-direction of the unit cell (Figure 5E). This suggests that the structure consists of
loosely packed ac-layers. We analyzed the crystal packing arrangement in the P21212
crystal form with the diffuse scattering. The two independent molecules in P21212
are nearly packed in a body-centered lattice, as observed in the I222 structure. The
two molecules are related, by a (pseudo)translation of (1/2+1/20)a+1/2b+1/2c. The
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Figure 5: ROR2 CRD shows flexibility observed as diffuse scattering

a) Reciprocal space reconstruction of hk0 layer (h horizontal; k vertical). Streaks in the k-direction are visible
especially for h=5. h=0 and h=10 lines only have sharp spots. b) Reciprocal space reconstruction of 0kl layer
with only sharp Bragg spots and c) 5kl showing mainly streaks in the k-direction with some Bragg spots on
top (l horizontal; k vertical). d) Average B-factors of the backbone atoms of the ROR2 CRD structure for both
chains plotted in black and red. e) Cartoon representation of the structure of ROR2 CRD viewed down c and
colored by B-factor from 26 to 100 Å2. The interface between ac-layers is formed by less ordered loops in the
CRD. f ) Chain B (blue) is superposed on chain A (brown), by (1/2+1/20,1/2,1/2) translation of fractional coordinates. The marked ac-layer overlaps completely. The next ac-layer is shifted over 1/10 in a when comparing
chains A and B. g) Intensities (=Fc.Fc*) against k, calculated from lattice sum simulation using (2) for h=0, 3
and 5, with N2=100, (n=80). Diffuse scattering along k is absent for h=0 and increases with h up to 5.
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translation with one of the molecules using the above vector superposed on top of
the other molecule (with a rmsd of 0.1 Å) showed a similar ac-layer at the position
of these molecules (Figure 5F). However, the neighboring ac-layers of the superposed structures displayed a relative shift over 1/10a (Figure 5G). This observation
suggests that during crystal growth a packing fault can be introduced by shifting
the next layer over 1/10a. The disorder in crystal packing caused intense streaks
in the k-direction with h=5 in the diffraction images. Moreover, diffraction data
containing Bragg spots only, observed in the h=0, 10, 20 planes, could be indexed
on a so-called stacking lattice (49) using a unit cell with dimension a/10 and the
corresponding reciprocal lattice with 10a*. On this stacking lattice the structure
along b is ordered, despite the shifts of the ac-layers. All reflections with values
of h ¹ 0, 10 or 20 were diffuse in the k-direction (see supplementary information
(SI2) for a mathematical treatment). The Bragg reflections that were obtained by
data processing allowed determination and refinement of the average structure
model of ROR2 CRD, but clearly suffered from the packing disorder. The region
with higher B-factors in ROR2 CRD was the most affected by this disorder. As
described in the SI2, a stacking disorder model with 10-20% occasional stacking
faults in the b-direction, yielded a gradual decrease of Bragg spots and a gradual
increase in the diffuse scattering with increasing h from 0 to 5, as observed in the
data (Figure 5G). This implies that the crystal packing is not a random stacking
of ac-layers but is ordered over a larger range in the b-direction with occasional
stacking faults.

Homology with MuSK and FZD receptors
The ROR2 CRD structure comprises a short N-terminal two-stranded b-sheet
and a cluster of four a-helices in an open bundle, with a disulfide pattern that
cross-links secondary structural elements into a globular domain (Figure 6A).
Overall, the structure of ROR2 CRD resembles the FZD-like CRD fold as observed in structures of MuSK CRD and FZD CRDs (43-45, 48). Phylogenetic
clustering showed that ROR2 CRD is in sequence most related to ROR1 and the
CRD of the MuSK family, while the FZD CRDs form a separate cluster (Figure
6B). Structurally, ROR2 CRD closely resembles the CRD of MuSK with an rmsd
of 1.3 Å over 88 out of 119 Ca atoms, whereas substantial structural differences
are observed when compared to FZD CRDs, with an rmsd of 2.6 - 3.4 Å (PDB
ID: 5uwg and PDB ID: 4f0a, respectively) (over 64 out of 119 Ca-atoms) (Figure
6C). These structural deviations are predominantly due to a rearrangement of
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Figure 6: Crystal structure of ROR2 CRD

a) Crystal structure of human ROR2 CRD in cartoon representation with a conserved a-helical bundle. The
secondary structure elements are labeled. The conserved disulfide pattern is labeled and colored in yellow. The
glycan on N188 is indicated in the ribbon representation as top-view of the ROR2 CRD. b) Sequence based
phylogenetic analysis of CRDs in the human ROR, FZD and MuSK family. Domains were aligned using
ClustalW2 (74) and converted into a tree representation with the PHYLIP package (75). c) Superposed FZDCRD and MuSK-CRD crystal structures represented as cartoon representation. Crystal structures used from
the MuSK-family (PDB ID: 3hkl) FZD-family are FZD-4 (PDB ID: 5uwg, FZD-5 (44) (PDB ID: 5ury),
FZD-7 (44) (PDB ID: 5urv) and FZD-8 (43) (PDB ID: 4f0a).
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helix a3’ and subsequent loop variations (residues 261-297). ROR2 and MuSK
CRDs display an a3-kink-a3’ followed by an extended loop at the C-terminus,
while FZD CRDs show a contiguous long a3-helix continued with an extended
loop (43-45, 48). Other structural differences between ROR2 and FZD CRDs
are found in the a1 and a2 helices. There was no electron density observed to
model the loop connecting helix a1 and a2 (residues 214-217) in the ROR2 CRD
structure. Furthermore, we observed a N-linked glycan at N188; this glycan is
conserved within the FZD-family but is not present within the MuSK receptor
family (Figure S3). Thus, the major deviations in the ROR2 CRD structure were
observed in the C-terminal segment, which overlaps with structurally variable
region 261-297 identified as the cause of the diffuse scattering observed in the
P21212 diffraction data.

Mapping the Wnt ligand binding site to human ROR2 CRD
The structure of ROR2 CRD contains a hydrophobic pocket, in between helix a2
and a3, which putatively binds the palmitoleic moiety attached to Wnt ligands
(Figure 7A-7B). We do not observe (in either crystal form) extra electron density
in this region that could correspond to a bound lipid, as for FZD-4, -5 and -7
CRDs where a lipid was co-crystallized (44, 45). In addition, we did not observe
a dimerization of ROR2 CRD that would result in a contiguous hydrophobic
pocket for binding a lipid (44, 45). Comparison with FZD-8 CRD in complex with
XWnt-8 (43) indicates that the structural part after a3’-helix in the ROR2 CRD
structure sterically collides with the tip of the Wnt-thumb region attached to the
palmitoleic acid (PAM) group (Figure 7A). The ROR2 CRD pocket is narrower
and its entrance presents charged residues, which likely disfavor accommodation
of the hydrophobic palmitoleic O-acylation. The helices a2 and a3’ are closer to
each other, reducing the size of the hydrophobic pocket (Figure 7B). Along this
line, in order for the PAM group to bind into the ROR2 CRD hydrophobic groove
a rearrangement of a-helix 3 and 3’ is needed to increase the accessibility for Wnt
ligands. Some mixed hydrophobic-hydrophilic potential binding regions are highly
conserved among ROR1 and ROR2 orthologues (Figure 7C). The other region
where Wnt proteins interact with FZD CRDs, (i.e. located opposite of the fatty
acid groove in the CRD) is conserved within the ROR family, consistent with
potential binding of the so-called Wnt-‘index’ finger (Figure S3).
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Figure 7: Structural comparison

a) Cartoon representation of ROR2 CRD superposed with the PAM group of Wnt (indicated in green) from
the mFZD8-XWnt8 (PDB ID 4F0A) crystal structure (43). Dashed rectangle is a zoom-in for (b). b) The
surface of ROR2 CRD shows an elongated hydrophobic concave, which could be involved in the binding to
the PAM group of Wnt. c) Conservation plot of ROR2 CRD calculated with an alignment of 15 vertebrate
ROR1 and ROR2 orthologs using ConSurf (76).

Effect of the extracellular region of ROR2 on Wnt3a/b-catenin signaling
To study the role of ROR2 in Wnt3a/b-catenin signaling, we tested the effect
of soluble recombinant purified ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle on Wnt signaling in
HEK293T cells. HEK293T cells were treated with Wnt3a-conditioned media
(WCM) in the presence or absence of ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle in different
concentrations. The Wnt pathway activation was monitored using a luciferase
reporter assay. To account for variation between cells, the signal is shown as relative TOPflash over FOPflash luciferase ratio. The relative activation in this assay
showed that purified soluble ROR2 comprising Ig-CRD-Kringle did not inhibit
Wnt3a-dependent signaling (Figure 9A). However, at concentrations above 1 mM,
the soluble domains started to exhibit a positive effect on activation, indicating
that the ROR2 ECD is able to potentiate Wnt3a signaling. As a control, we
used soluble FZD-5 CRD, which is known to bind directly to Wnt3a. Indeed,
we showed that FZD-5 CRD inhibited Wnt3a signaling by a direct competition
with the endogenous receptors located at the surface of the cells (Figure 8A). We
further verified the effect of ROR2 by using a stronger Wnt3a-CM on cells and a
similar amount of recombinant ROR2 protein concentration. Also, in this assay we
observed a similar potentiating effect on Wnt3a signaling (Figure 8B).
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Figure 8: ROR2 ECD potentiates Wnt3a signaling

a) Wnt-luciferase reporter activity in HEK293T cells. Cells were treated with Wnt3a-conditioned medium
(Wnt3a-CM) as indicated. HEK293T cells were additionally treated with increasing concentrations of FZD-5
CRD (100 nM, 500 nM) or ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle (10 nM, 100 nM, 250 nM, 500 nM, 1 mM and 2 mM).
Error bars represent SDs of a duplicate experiment. b) Wnt-luciferase reporter activity in HEK293T cells
similar to a), but using a higher concentration of Wnt3a-CM.

Discussion
The Wnt-receptor ROR2 is an essential regulator of non-canonical Wnt pathways
and is indispensable during embryonic development. Upregulation of ROR2 is a
well-known risk factor in many different types of human cancers (13, 16-21, 23,
24, 26), whereas ROR2 dysfunction is a causative factor in two different human
genetic disorders, recessive Robinow syndrome and brachydactyly B (29, 30, 50,
51).
The ROR2 CRD is essential for binding Wnt ligands and ROR2 function
during development. The Ig-CRD is the domain of ROR2 that interacts with
several classes of Wnt ligands, including Wnt3a and Wnt5a, thereby serving as a
nexus for the integration of different signals (14). Through the interactions with
Wnt ligands, ROR2 CRD is thought to be involved in the inhibition of canonical Wnt/b-catenin signaling. However, the mode of interaction between ROR2
CRD and the different Wnt ligands and the mechanisms underlying inhibition
of canonical Wnt/b-catenin signaling remain largely unclear. Therefore, from an
evolutionary viewpoint, the ROR2 CRD is an attractive target for the inhibition
of Wnt hypersensitive tumors.
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In this study we describe the structure of ROR2 CRD and the possible mode
of Wnt ligand binding. The functional unit is expected to be a single multi-domain,
confirmed by us with MALS and SAXS that exposes the CRD binding domain
flanked by two flexible domains, Ig and Kringle, thereby forming a platform for
Wnt ligand binding. Our crystal structure of the human ROR2 CRD domain
defined a spatial architecture like a FZD-CRD fold, with a substantial reorientation of a-helix 3 and 3’. The observed ROR2-CRD dimer in the asymmetric
unit of the P21212 crystal form is presumably not physiological. The ROR2 CRD
interacts with Wnt ligands and based on the crystal structure of ROR2 CRD
we suggest two putative interaction sites in the CRD. ROR2 could bind Wnt
ligands through its hydrophobic pocket, which is compatible with the intrinsic
hydrophobicity nature of the PAM group. However, the narrow groove of ROR2
CRD collides with the PAM group. Therefore, a rearrangement of the a-helices
is required, which is consistent with the high flexibility observed in the region
261-297. Recently, several FZD CRDs have been crystallized which all contained
a hydrophobic molecule like palmitoleic acid or fatty acid in their cavity (44, 45).
Structures of the FZD-CRD family crystallized in the absence of lipids contained
an additional electron density within this cavity (44) attributed to fatty acids and
phospholipids carried over from protein purification.
Our current data does not allow for any conclusion in this respect, but we
hypothesize that the hydrophobic residues in ROR2 are important for binding
to the palmitoleic tail of Wnt ligands. The C-terminal part of the uncomplexed
CRD of ROR2 is flexible, which is likely due to the absence of a bound ligand.
We observed high flexibility in the CRD of ROR2 from residues 261-297, as
indicated by the higher crystallographic B-factors. This region in the CRD is most
likely the cause of the streaks in the diffraction images and can be correlated to a
packing disorder during crystal growth. On the other hand, the protein-protein
contact by the ‘index-finger’ site of Wnt on the other side of the CRD, requires
hydrophobic contacts. The sequence homology in this region between the ROR2
CRD orthologues as well as FZD CRDs is high.
Using a cell-based Wnt3a-reporter assay, we showed that the ROR2 ECD in
contrast to the FZD-5 CRD, did not inhibit Wnt3a signaling. Instead, we observed
a potentiation in signaling of Wnt3a. Studies have shown a direct interaction of
ROR2 with Wnt5a via the CRD (12, 52-56). However, it still is controversial
how Wnt5a-ROR2 activation affects Wnt3a-induced b-catenin signaling (10,
52, 53). Some evidence suggests that Wnt5a signaling via ROR2 may engage in
cross-talk with the Wnt/b-catenin dependent pathway, resulting in inhibition (12,
73
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57). However, our results from the Wnt3a-reporter assay suggest that ROR2 ECD
competes with the non-canonical pathway, by binding Wnt5a ligands, thereby
boosting the activity of Wnt3a signaling.
A better understanding of the precise nature and conformation of ROR2 and
its ligands requires a high resolution complex structure of ROR2 with its putative
binding partners. In conclusion, the ROR2 fragments reported in this study add to
the toolbox of reagents available to investigate Wnt-receptor interactions.

3
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Material and Methods
Generation of protein expression constructs
cDNA of human ROR2 DNA was obtained from Source BioScience LifeSciences
(Image clone 40146553 ‘IRCM21A04’). Coding sequences were generated by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using forward primers to create a BamHI restriction site, while omitting the start codon, and reverse primers that introduce a
NotI restriction site and omit the stop codon. At the protein level this results in the
addition of a Gly-Ser sequence at the N-terminus and a triple Alanine residue sequence at the C-terminus of the protein. Domain boundaries of the human ROR2
constructs are indicated in Figure 1B. The PCR products were placed in the pCR8TOPO vector (Invitrogen). All constructs were subsequently subcloned using the
BamHI/NotI sites in pUPE vectors (U-Protein Express BV, The Netherlands) that
comprises an expression cassette under the control of a cystatin secretion signal
peptide. The expression vector used encodes a C-terminal His6-tag or StrepII3-tag.

Protein expression and purification
All human ROR2 constructs were transiently expressed as secreted proteins either in Epstein-Barr virus nuclear antigen I EBNA1-expressing HEK293 cells
(HEK293E) or in N-acetylglucoaminyltransferase I-deficient (GnTI-) EBNA1expressing HEK293 cells (HEK293S) (U-Protein Express BV, The Netherlands).
Proteins purified from HEK293S cells were used for crystallization, SAXS and
MALS experiments. For large scale purification of hROR2-His6 variants, cells
were harvested six days post-transfection by centrifugation for 20 minutes at 1000
x g. The supernatant was concentrated five-fold and dia-filtrated against 25 mM
HEPES pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl (IMAC A buffer) using a Quixstand benchtop
system (GE Healthcare) with a 5 kDa molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) membrane. Cellular debris was removed by centrifugation for 30 minutes at 8000 x
g and the concentrated medium containing secreted proteins was filtered with a
glass fiber prefilter (Minisart, Sartorius). Concentrated imidazole solution was
added to the cleared supernatant to a final concentration of 15 mM. Proteins were
purified by the addition of Ni-Sepharose 6 Fast Flow beads (GE Healthcare) and
incubated for 3 hours at room temperature (or overnight at 4 °C). The affinity
column was packed by pouring the beads into a Tricorn column (GE Healthcare).
The column was washed using IMAC A buffer supplemented with 20-35 mM
75
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imidazole. Proteins were eluted in IMAC B buffer (25 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 500
mM NaCl and 300 mM imidazole). As last purification step, SEC on a Superdex
75 Hiload 16 60 column (GE Healthcare) was applied using SEC buffer (15 mM
HEPES pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl). Proteins were concentrated to 15 mg/mL, using
a 3 kDa MWCO concentrator before plunge freezing in liquid nitrogen and storage at -80 °C.

3

Crystallization of hROR2 CRD
Human ROR2 CRD was concentrated to 15 mg/mL, in buffer containing 15 mM
HEPES pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl. Sitting-drop vapor diffusion at 4 °C and 18 °C
was used for crystallization trials, by mixing 150 nL of protein solution with 150
nL of reservoir solution. Crystals were obtained from conditions at 18 °C with 0.1
M bicine pH 9.0, 30% w/v PEG 6000 and at 4 °C in condition 0.1 M HEPES
pH 7.0, 30% w/v PEG 6000. Crystals were harvested and flash-cooled in liquid
nitrogen in the presence of reservoir solution supplemented with 25% v/v glycerol
and 30% v/v ethylene glycol, respectively.

Data collection and refinement of the hROR2 CRD structure
X-ray diffraction data for hROR2 CRD were collected to a maximum of 2.3 Å
resolution at 100 K on beamline ID 23-1 at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF Grenoble, France) from the crystals grown at 18 °C and to 2.1 Å
resolution was collected at 100 K on beamline ID30B from crystals that grew at
4 °C. Statistics of data processing and refinement are listed in Table 1. The 2.3 Å
resolution data set from crystal grown at 18 °C was processed using DIALS (58),
followed by the CCP4 software (59) and scaled using Aimless (60). PHASER (61)
was used for molecular replacement and the structure of rat (r) MuSK as initial
search model (PDB ID 3HKL (48)). The amino acid sequence of the structure
of rMuSK was modified according to a sequence alignment with Chainsaw (62).
The alignment was taken with human ROR2 CRD as the target sequence and
rMuSK CRD as the model sequence. The model pdb file was modified by pruning
non-conserved residues. The initial refinements of the structure were made using
PHENIX-refine alternated with manual model improvement using Coot (63).
Residues 253-261 and 271-282 could not be built in the electron density map. The
X-ray diffraction data to 2.1 Å obtained for crystals at 4 °C was processed with the
EVAL-software suite, starting with DIRAX (64) for indexing, PEAKREF (65) for
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refinement of unit cell dimensions and detector plus crystal and goniometer offsets.
VIEW (66) was used for viewing of the images and generation of reflection boxes
at predicted reflection positions, followed by EVAL15 for data integration (67).
Data is scaled using SADABS (68). Resolution limits were determined by applying a cut-off based on the mean intensity correlation coefficient of half-datasets,
CC1/2 (60). The structure was solved by molecular replacement in PHASER
(61) using the ROR2 CRD structure obtained from the X-ray diffraction dataset
described above, as initial search model. Refinement of the model was performed
with PHENIX-refine (63). The initial search solution obtained by molecular
replacement was further optimized by performing rigid body refinement. The last
helix 3’ and loop residue 265-285 were solved by deleting this build loop in chain A
and leave this intact in chain B. By not applying NCS during multiple refinement
cycles, we were able to manually model this last part with confidence into the
electron density map in both chains of the ASU. No electron density was visible
for residues 213-218. The region containing residues 265-285 displayed increased
B-factors and the electron density allowed building of the entire loop. Molprobity
(69) was used for structure validation. Figures were generated with PyMol (The
PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.0 Schrödiger, LLC).

Model for diffuse scattering
With Precession, a program that is part of the EVAL suite, pixel’s intensities were
converted to reciprocal space slices perpendicular to a, b or c up to 2.5 Å resolution.
Both scans were combined in precession images of Figure 5A after rescaling to the
same transmission. The resulting precession images have a size of 821x821 pixels
and a width of 0.2 times the index in the third dimension. The intensities were
mapped by converting the center of the four corners of each detector pixel to the
precession grid.
In reproducing the diffuse features observed, we explored several stacking
disorder models for pn2 by simulation of the lattice sum of equation (2) with
Mathematica and calculated intensities with Fc.Fc*. Simulations of the lattice sum
(equation 2) were carried out by setting Fa(hkl), N1 and N3 to 1. Thus, Fc is only
dependent on h and k. The lattice sum was evaluated for integer values of h, as a
function of k. The number of unit cells N2 along b is 100. The simulation consists
of selecting values for pn2 for each of the 100 unit cells, calculating the lattice sum
and repeating this 80 times and summing the result. The graphs of the lattice sum
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against k have sharp spikes as it is calculated over 100 unit cells, but in addition
show diffuse base lines for h≠0,10,20.

Size-exclusion chromatography – multi-angle light scattering (SEC-MALS)

3

SEC-MALS was used to determine the oligomeric state of the full ROR2 ectodomain (residues 55-394). 10 µl of 10 mg/mL ROR2 ectodomain was injected into a
Superdex 75 5/150 GL gel filtration column (GE Healthcare) and separated with a
flow rate of 0.25 ml/min in 15 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl. For molecular
weight characterization, light scattering was measured with miniDAWN TREOS
multi-angle light scattering detector (Wyatt), connected to a differential refractive
index monitor (Shimadzu, RID-10A) for quantitation of the protein concentration. Chromatograms were collected, analyzed and processed by ASTRA6 software
(Wyatt). A weight average mass of 41.7 +/-1.7 kDa was determined from the light
scattering signal. The calibration of the instrument was verified by injection of 10
µl of 10 mg/mL monomeric bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma-Aldrich).

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements
SAXS experiments were carried out at the BM29 BioSAXS beamline equipped
with a 2D Pilatus 1M detector (DECTRIS, Switserland), operated at an energy of
12.5 keV (ESRF Grenoble in France). The ectodomain of ROR2 (residues 55-394)
was diluted and dialyzed against SEC-buffer using a 3 kDa MWCO membrane.
The concentration of ROR2 was determined on a nanodrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer to be 2.9 mg/mL. The SAXS data were collected at 20 °C. The collected
frames were radially averaged and normalized to the intensity of the transmitted
beam. The scattering of the solvent-blank, SEC-buffer was subtracted. The curve
was scaled using a BSA reference so that the I0 represents the molecular mass of
ROR2. There was no indication of radiation damage observed during analysis of
the SAXS data, as monitored by comparing all the SAXS curves collected on the
same sample. Data was analyzed by PRIMUS (70), GNOM (71), DAMMIF
of the ATSAS suite (72). The error estimates for Rg values calculated by Guinier
and GNOM analyses are the standard error for linear regression and the standard
deviation evaluated by GNOM, respectively.
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Luciferase reporter assays
HEK293T cells were seeded in 24-well plates. The cells were transfected with 30 ng
DNA containing either TOPflash or FOPflash reporter constructs supplemented
with 5 ng TK-Renilla as a transfection control (73). Wnt3a-conditioned media
produced by L-cells together with recombinant ROR2 protein variants were used
for stimulation, performed overnight. The Wnt pathway activity was determined by
measuring luciferase activity on a 960S Centro luminometer (Berthold) using the
Dual Luciferase Reporter Kit (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Supplementary Information 1

a) Superposition of the two ROR2 CRD molecules in the ASU of spacegroup P21212, colored in beige and
blue. b) ROR2 CRD structure of I222 (pink) superposed on the two other models of P21212.
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over a larger range in b with occasional stacking faults. Simulations of the lattice
summation in (2) were performed with Mathematica.
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Sequence alignment of ROR CRD family with MuSK CRD and several CRDs of the FZD-family
Sequences were aligned using ClustalW (74). Residues color-coded in blue are conserved in the ROR CRD
family. The conserved cysteine residues are color-coded in red in both the ROR and FZD family. N-glycosylation site indicated with an asterisk.
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Abstract

4

Wnt/b-catenin signaling performs central roles in adult tissue homeostasis and
is initiated by Wnt-mediated activation of the Frizzled receptor and co-receptors LRP5 and LRP6. Recently, enhanced surface expression of Wnt receptors
due to mutations in the E3 ubiquitin ligases RNF43 and ZNRF3 has emerged
as a leading cause for cancer development. Thus, blocking receptor activity in
these cancer subsets holds great promise for therapeutic applications. Here,
we employed an in vitro library selection system (CIS-display technology) to
identify single-domain antibody fragments (VHH) that specifically recognize
and block Wnt3-mediated activation of LRP5 and LRP6, thereby strongly inhibiting Wnt/b-catenin signaling in cells. Structural analysis revealed that the
most potent VHHs interact with a central region in the third b-propeller (P3)
of LRP6, sterically interfering with Wnt3 binding. Importantly, we show that
anti-LRP6P3 VHHs block the growth of Wnt-hypersensitive Rnf43-/-/Znrf3-/intestinal tumor organoids, by exhaustion of the stem cell pool and driving their
collective terminal differentiation. Thus, VHH-mediated targeting of LRP6
provides a promising strategy for treatment of Wnt-hypersensitive tumors.
** Submitted
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Introduction
Wnt/b-catenin signaling mediates critical cell-cell communication events in development and adult tissue homeostasis (1, 2). Inappropriate activation of Wnt/bcatenin signaling due to mutations is a frequent occurrence during the onset and
progression of human cancer (3). In healthy cells, Wnt/b-catenin signaling is
initiated by binding of Wnt proteins to members of the Frizzled (FZD) receptor
family and their co-receptors low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 5 or
6 (LRP5/6) (4). Wnt-mediated receptor activation inhibits proteolytic turnover
of b-catenin by the destruction complex, a multiprotein assembly composed of
the scaffold proteins AXIN and Adenomatous Polyposis Coli (APC) and kinases
GSK3 b and CK1 (5). As a consequence, b-catenin accumulates, migrates to the
nucleus and drives the transcription of Wnt target genes (6, 7). The duration and
amplitude of Wnt-mediated cellular responses are balanced by negative regulatory
feedback components such as the membrane-bound PA-RING ubiquitin ligases
RNF43 and ZNRF3 that mediate internalization and lysosomal degradation of
FZD receptors (8, 9). Within the stem cell niche, however, Wnt signals are locally
elevated by secreted R-spondin (RSPO) proteins that bind Lgr4/5/6 receptors to
capture and neutralize RNF43/ZNRF3 activity (10-13).
Mutations in downstream b-catenin destruction complex components, such
as APC and b-catenin, are well-known causal events in human colorectal cancer
(CRC) (14, 15). More recently, inappropriately increased Wnt receptor activity
due to genetic alterations in RNF43, ZNRF3, RSPO2/3 (8, 9, 16-19) and LRP6
(20) emerged as an alternative pathway for CRC development (15). Such tumors
display hypersensitivity to Wnt/RSPO stimulation, making them a high-priority
target for the development of ligand or receptor blocking therapeutic interventions
(21). Indeed, inhibitors of Porcupine, an essential acyltransferase in Wnt secretion,
are currently in clinical trials for treatment of Wnt-dependent tumors (22). Due to
their broad Wnt specificity, Porcupine inhibitors block both b-catenin-dependent
and –independent Wnt signaling and thus might cause major side effects, as exemplified by bone turnover defects (23). Of note, depletion of a single Wnt, Wnt3,
entirely prevented formation of intestinal adenomas in RNF43/ZNRF3-deleted
epithelia in mice, suggesting that more targeted approaches hold potential to
eradicate Wnt-dependent tumors while diminishing side effects (21).
A key mediator of b-catenin-dependent Wnt signaling is the type I singlepass co-receptor LRP6 (7, 24). The extracellular region of LRP6 comprises four
YWTD-b-propeller-EGF domain modules (P1E1, P2E2, P3E3 and P4E4) and
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an LDLR-repeat domain preceding its transmembrane helix. The b-propellerEGF modules harbor two independent Wnt binding sites. The first site, located
within the N-terminal P1E1P2E2 domains, binds Wnt1, Wnt2, Wnt2b, Wnt6,
Wnt8a, Wnt9a, Wnt9b and Wnt10b (site 1); while the second site, located on
P3E3P4E4, binds Wnt3 and Wnt3a (site 2) (25-28). The structural basis for this
distinction in Wnt binding to LRP6 is not known. The activation of LRP6 in vivo
is firmly controlled by extracellular antagonists such as DKK and SOST (29, 30),
that block Wnt binding and initiate receptor internalization (28, 31-33). In human
cancer, epigenetic silencing of DKK is frequently observed, providing an additional
route to inappropriately elevate Wnt-mediated signaling in cancer cells (34, 35).
Domain-dependent Wnt binding to the LRP6 receptor offers an opportunity
to selectively block certain classes of Wnts, while leaving other Wnt routes unaffected. The central role of LRP6 in Wnt/b-catenin signal relay in several cancer
subsets has instigated the development of monoclonal antibodies (mAb) that
interfere with Wnt binding and block receptor-dependent pathway activation (26,
33, 36-39). Unexpectedly, however, mAb-mediated inhibition of Wnt binding to
LRP6 site 1 strongly potentiated cellular responses to Wnts binding to site 2 and
vice versa, likely due to mAb-mediated LRP6 dimerization (26, 36). These Wntenhancing properties complicate the application of LRP6-targeting mAbs in vivo,
in a pathophysiological context.
To fill this gap, we here screened an in vitro high diversity library using CISdisplay technology (40). Using functional assays, we selected for three highly potent
VHHs that bind LRP6 with nanomolar affinity and efficiently block Wnt3/3adependent b-catenin signaling. Structural analysis revealed that the most potent
VHHs bind to a similar surface of the third propeller domain of LRP6 that is likely
involved in Wnt3 binding. Finally, we show that our VHHs inhibit the growth of
Wnt hypersensitive intestinal organoids. Thus, we provide a highly potent set of
VHHs that specifically target Wnt hypersensitive tumors.
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Results
Screening and selection of anti-LRP6 VHHs that block Wnt3/3a-mediated
signaling
Loss-of-function RNF43/ZNRF3 mutations generate a Wnt hypersensitive cellular state that promotes the growth of intestinal tumors in a Wnt3-dependent
manner (21). Thus, selective inhibition of Wnt3-mediated signaling holds potential for tumor treatment, while limiting side effects as seen for general Wnt
secretion inhibitors (21, 22). We performed a CIS display-based in vitro library
screen encoding for >1013 VHHs to isolate VHHs that bind the LRP6 Wnt3binding domain (41,42). To this end, recombinant human LRP6 b-propeller-EGF
modules P3E3P4E4 (residues UNIPROT 629-1244) were secreted from human
embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells (Figure 1A). Purified LRP6P3E3P4E4 showed
a monodisperse peak after size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and a single
band on reducing SDS-PAGE (Figure S1). Probing the library with LRP6P3E3P4E4
and subsequent single domain antibody discovery experiments yielded 33 unique
VHH sequences. The vast majority of purified LRP6-binding VHHs substantially
inhibited Wnt3a-mediated responses in HEK293T cells that overexpressed LRP6,
as revealed by a luciferase-based Wnt reporter assay (TopFlash) (Figure 1B).
Moreover, endogenous Wnt3a-mediated pathway activation was reduced to <10%
by half of the VHHs at 10 µM concentration (Figure 1C).
Next, we tested the most potent VHHs for inhibition of overexpressed and
endogenous LRP6-dependent Wnt3a responses in a dose-dependent manner
using 12.5, 2.5, 0.5 and 0.1 µM. A VHH targeting an irrelevant antigen (CD3
cell surface marker) served as a negative control. Clear dose-response effects were
observed for some VHHs, while others remained inhibitory at all doses tested
(Figure 2A, 2B).
The whole set of potent VHH candidates was taken forward for characterization
of LRP6 binding kinetics using quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) analysis (4345). Biotinylated LRP6P3E3P4E4 was captured on a streptavidin-coated sensor chip,
whereas biotinylated BSA served as a negative control. Unexpectedly, optimal data
fitting required application of a heterogeneous ligand model, yielding two KD values
for each VHH, at high and low nanomolar range affinity, respectively (Figure 2C).
Using a low-density surface, we excluded rebinding of VHHs to immobilized ligand
as an explanation for the observed high affinity interaction. Moreover, we did not
observe a difference in the dissociation rate constant upon altering VHH injection
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Figure 1. VHHs targeting LRP6
block cellular responses to Wnt3a. a) Schematic representation of
LRP6. The P3E3P4E4 module of the extracellular domain was used to generate anti-LRP6 VHHs. YWTD-bpropeller-EGF domain module coloring scheme: LRP6P1E1; yellow/orange, LRP6P2E2; pink/orange, LRP6P3E3;
blue/orange and LRP6P4E4; green/orange. LA-repeats are shown in brown. b) Wnt luciferase reporter assay performed in LRP6-overexpressing HEK39T cells stimulated with Wnt3a-conditioned medium and treated with
10 μM of the indicated anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs. c) Wnt luciferase reporter assay performed in HEK293T
cells stimulated with Wnt3a-conditioned medium and treated with 10 μM of the indicated anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4
VHHs. Graphs show average and range of luciferase activity in duplicates normalized to unstimulated control.
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Figure 2. Anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs show nM affinity.
a-b) Luciferase activities normalized to unstimulated control are represented as a heat map. Anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4
VHHs cause a dose-dependent decrease of Wnt signaling in both HEK293T cells overexpressing LRP6 (a)
or untransfected HEK293T cells (b). c) Binding affinities of anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs as revealed by QCM
measurements.

times (data not shown), ruling out a ‘conformational change model’ for interaction
with LRP6. Overall, all analyzed VHHs showed nanomolar range binding affinities
for LRP6P3E3P4E4; affinities did not correlate with inhibitory activity. For each VHH,
interactions were characterized by relatively fast association rates (kon: 104-105 M-1
s-1) and mid-range dissociation rates (koff: 10-4 - 10-2 s-1) (Figure S2).
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Based on functional data and binding kinetics, three VHH candidates with highest
potency, L-P2-B10, L-P2-D07 and L-P2-H07, were purified in large quantities
to investigate structural aspects of LRP6 inhibition. Analytical SEC confirmed
binding of all three VHHs to LRP6P3E3P4E4 in solution (Figure S3). Next, X-ray
diffraction crystal structures were determined for LRP6P3E3P4E4–L-P2-B10 and
LRP6P3E3P4E4–L-P2-D07 complexes up to 2.6-Å and 2.9-Å resolution, respectively
(Table 1). In addition, diffraction data were collected from LRP6P3E3P4E4-L-P2-H07
crystals up to 3.4-Å resolution; however, these crystals were intergrown and yielded
poor data quality with very high mosaicity, allowing for initial structure solution
by molecular replacement (MR), but not a detailed structure refinement. Therefore,
detailed structural analyses were only performed for LRP6P3E3P4E4 -L-P2-B10 and
LRP6P3E3P4E4 - L-P2-D07. The refined structures of LRP6P3E3P4E4 - L-P2-B10
and LRP6P3E3P4E4 - L-P2-D07, and the molecular replaced solution for LRP6P3E3P4E4 - L-P2-H07, showed that all three VHHs bind to a common site on the
P3 domain of LRP6 (Figure 3A and Figure S4A). The structures of LRP6P3E3P4E4
itself, in complex with either L-P2-B10 or L-P2D07 were very similar and closely
resembled previously reported structures, revealing a tight arrangement between
the six bladed b-propeller followed by an EGF domain (31, 32, 46) (Figure S4B).
Two crystallographic independent complexes were observed for LRP6P3E3P4E4 –
L-P2-B10 (Figure S4C). Both structures were very similar and displayed identical
contacts stabilizing the VHH-LRP6 (Table S1 and Figure S4D).
L-P2-B10 binds through its complementarity determining region (CDR)2 and
CDR3 loops to an epitope that spans across the center of the P3 domain of LRP6
(Figure 3B). The interface buries 1,655-Å2 total surface area and is stabilized by
intermolecular hydrophobic contacts, salt bridges and hydrogen bonds (Figure 3B
and Table S1 - S2). The protruding CDR3 loop of L-P2-B10, residues 98-115,
(Figure S5A) forms a network of interactions with LRP6P3 residues at the center of
the blades, involving Ile681, Trp767, Phe836, Trp850, Tyr875 and Met877 (Figure
3C and Table S1 - S2). In addition, L-P2-B10 interacts with the LRP6P3 barrel
through two clusters of polar and electrostatic side-chain interactions, involving
7 residues from CDR2 and CDR3 of L-P2-B10 and 10 residues from LRP6P3.
On one side of the barrel, Glu663 and Glu708 form salt bridges with Arg100 and
Arg102, respectively. Several other side chains form hydrogen bonds in this cluster
(Figures 3B and 3C). A second array of side-chain interactions occurs at blades
5 and 6, with a salt bridge formed by Arg792, Arg853 and Asp55, Asp63 on the
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CDR2 loop of L-P2-B10, respectively (Figures 3C). We observed no interaction
between L-P2-B10 and LRP6 b-propeller domain P4 in the crystal structure.
The interaction interface of L-P2-D07 and LRP6P3 buries 1,605 Å2 total surface area (Figure 3D). All three CDRs loops participate in the interaction, while
hydrophobic contacts CDR3 of L-P2-D07 contribute to key interactions; with
some residues, like Tyr102 and Arg104, making similar interactions with LRP6P3
Table 1: Crystallographic and structure refinement statistics.

ASU is asymmetric unit; CC is correlation coefficient; R.M.S.D. is root mean square deviation. Rfree value
calculations are based on 5% randomly selected reflections.

Data collection

Space group

LRP6 P3E3P4E4 :
L-P2-B10

LRP6 P3E3P4E4 :
L-P2-D07

P 65

P 21 21 21

ESRF-ID23-2

Cell dimensions
a, b, c (Å)

118.3, 118.3, 249.9

92.8, 105.9, 164.2

Wavelength (Å)

α, β, γ (°)

90.0, 90.0, 120.0

90.0, 90.0, 90.0

Resolution (Å)*

0.8731

79.2 - 2.6 (2.7-2.6)

82.1 – 2.9 (3.0-2.9)

119140

73165

98.83 (89.96)

99.96 (100)

No. copies per ASU

2

Total No. of reflections

No. of unique reflections
Completeness*
Multiplicity*
I/σI*

Rmerge (%)*

60031

2.0 (1.9)

6.8 (1.4)

1.0723
1

36612

2.0 (2.0)

9.1 (1.6)

7.6 (51.08)

2.8 (35.09)

Rwork/Rfree (%)

19.8/24.7

20.9/24.8

Protein

48.5

114.1

Bond lengths (Å)

0.002

0.002

Favored (%)

94.2

91.1

Disallowed (%)

0.0

0.28

CC1/2 (%)*

Refinement

Average B-factor (A2)

99.1 (50.2)

R.m.s. deviations

Bond angles (°)

Ramachandran plot
Allowed (%)

Rotamer outliers (%)

0.60

5.8

0.4

4

ESRF-ID29

100 (49.2)

0.55

8.64
1.3

*Highest resolution shell in parentheses.
5% of reflections were used for calculation of Rfree.
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Figure 3. Structural analysis of L-P2-B10 and L-P2-D07 anti-LRP6 binding mode.

a) Alignment of the complex structures of LRP6 - L-P2-B10 and LRP6 - L-P2-D07 in two orthogonal
views. Cartoon trace with transparent surface representation of LRP6P3E3 is indicated in blue and the LRP6P4E4
domain in green. L-P2-B10 is indicated in orange and L-P2-D07 in magenta. b) Structure overview of LRP6
- L-P2-B10 complex. LRP6P3 is indicated in grey and L-P2-B10 in orange. CDR regions are highlighted
in blue (CDR1), green (CDR2) and red (CDR3). The side-view of the interface region between L-P2-B10
and LRP6P3 is shown in more detail. Side chains that participate in key interactions are shown as sticks. c)
Bottom-view of the interaction surface on L-P2-B10, with the LRP6P3 residues shown in sticks and L-P2-B10
shown as surface (color scheme as in b). d) Structure overview of LRP6P3E3P4E4 - L-P2-D07 complex. LRP6 is
indicated in grey, L-P2-D07 in magenta. CDR regions are highlighted in blue (CDR1), in green (CDR2) and
in red (CDR3). The side-view of the interface region between L-P2-D07 and LRP6P3 is shown in more detail.
Side chains that participate in key interactions are shown as sticks. e) Bottom-view of the interaction surface on
L-P2-D07, with the LRP6P3 shown in sticks and L-P2-D07 shown as surface (color scheme as in d).
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in both complexes. Arg104 forms a salt bridge with Glu663, similar to CDR3 of
L-P2-B10. In L-P2-D07, also CDR1 and CDR2 are involved in the interactions
on b-propeller blades 5 and 6, whereas there are less interactions observed around
the barrel near blades 1 and 2 (Figure 3E).
Even though the two VHHs share a similar epitope on LRP6, the paratopes of
both VHHs are quite different. The CDR3 of L-P2-B10 is 6 residues longer than
that of L-P2-D07 (Figure S5A), which explains a difference in binding orientation
of the two VHH molecules (Figure S5B). The longer CDR3 loop of L-P2-B10
folds back over the VHH framework region, whereas the CDR3 loop of L-P2-D07
is directed towards the barrel. Additionally, the distribution of charged residues on
the paratope comprising three CDRs is quite different. L-P2-B10 displays a combination of positive and negatively charged residues, while L-P2-D07 mainly has
positive residues located in the CDR region (Figure S5C – S5D). Apart from minor
side-chain rearrangements in both complex structures, no major conformational
changes were observed in LRP6P3E3P4E4 upon binding to the single domain antibodies. The L-P2-B10 and L-P2-D07 epitopes on the P3 domain of LRP6 are virtually
identical (Figure 4A – 4B). Moreover, the epitope strongly overlaps with the binding
site for DKK1_C, a natural antagonist of Wnt signaling (31, 32) (Figure 4C – 4D).
Thus, similar to DKK, the VHHs act as competitive inhibitor for Wnt3 ligands and
may sterically block the accessibility of Wnt-ligands that specifically bind LRP6P3.

Inhibitory activity and specificity of anti-LRP6 VHHs in cells and intestinal
organoids
Next, we characterized the activity and specificity of L-P2-B10, L-P2-D07 and
L-P2-H07 VHHs in cell-based assays. Titration experiments revealed nanomolar
range IC50 values for L-P2-B10, L-P2-D07 and L-P2-H07 VHHs, for cellular
responses to Wnt3a only (50 nM, 80 nM and 80 nM, respectively) (Figure 5A), as
well as for the highly potent combination of Wnt3a and R-spondin-1 (Rspo1) (40
nM, 40 nM and 90nM, respectively) (Figure 5B) (47, 48). Thus, anti-LRP6 VHHs
efficiently inhibit Wnt signaling in cells at nanomolar levels, even in the presence
of the strong Wnt pathway agonist Rspo1. As expected, anti-LRP6 VHHs did
not inhibit responses of HEK293T cells to CHIR-99021, a GSK3β inhibitor
that strongly compromises destruction complex activity to induce downstream
β-catenin activation (Figure 5C).
As LRP6 shares high homology with LRP5, we wondered whether our
anti-LRP6 VHHs might also target LRP5-mediated signaling (42). To examine
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Figure 4. Binding surface of VHHs on the LRP6P3 overlap with DKK1-C.

a) L-P2-B10-binding surface on LRP6P3. Residues involved on LRP6 surface are indicated in orange. b) L-P2D07-binding surface on LRP6P3. Residues involved on LRP6 surface are indicated in magenta. c) DKK binding surface on LRP6 deduced from structure DKK1-C – LRP6 (31). Residues involved on LRP6 are indicated
in green. d) Overall overview of binding surfaces. Top-view of LRP6 with all binding surfaces of L-P2-B10,
L-P2-D07 and DKK1_C.

this issue, we deleted LRP6 from HEK293T cells using a CRISPR/Cas9-based
strategy (Figure S6). Wnt3a-mediated pathway activation as well as cellular responses to LRP5 overexpression were completely blocked by anti-LRP6 VHHs
in these LRP6-/- cells (Figure 5D). Thus, our VHHs target both LRP6 and LRP5
co-receptors required for Wnt/β-catenin signaling. In further support of these
findings, all three VHHs strongly prevented Wnt3a-induced endogenous LRP6
phosphorylation (S1490) (Figure 5E). We conclude that anti-LRP6 VHHs act
on both LRP6 and LRP5 by preventing Wnt3a-induced LRP5/6 activation and
phosphorylation.
Canonical Wnt ligands are divided in three main classes according to their
interaction with different regions of the LRP5/6 extracellular domain (26, 36, 42).
While Wnt3 and Wnt3a selectively bind the P3 region in the third module (P3E3)
(Figure 1A), Wnt1 interacts with the first two modules of LRP6 (P1E1P2E2
region) (33). We investigated the ability of our P3-binding VHHs to affect cellular
responses to Wnt1. As expected, treatment with either control VHH or P3-binding
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Figure 5. Characterization of anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs with highest potency. a) IC50 calculations of inhibition of cellular responses to Wnt3a by titration of the indicated anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs in a luciferase reporter assay b) IC50 calculations by combination of Wnt3a-CM and R-Spo1-CM. c) Activation of Wnt signaling
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anti-LRP6 VHHs did not affect Wnt1-induced reporter activity, confirming that
our VHHs exclusively inhibit Wnt3/3a-mediated Wnt/β-catenin pathway activation (Figure 5F).
To investigate the ability of our VHHs to interfere with endogenous Wnt
signaling, we employed small intestinal mouse (SIM) organoids that critically
depend on Wnt for viability. These small intestinal mouse organoids are embedded in matrigel and require supplementation with EGF, Noggin and R-Spondin
(ENR medium) to drive tissue renewal in vitro (49). In this setup, organoids fully
recapitulate the crypt and villus structures and the associated proliferative and
differentiated cell compartments present in the intestine (50). When Wnt is exogenously provided, the self-established Wnt gradient of the tissue is lost, guiding
the organoid towards the formation of cystic structures, mainly characterized by
proliferative cells (51). We supplemented ENR-cultured small intestinal organoids
with Wnt3a and either control or anti-LRP6 VHHs. While control VHH-treated
organoids displayed the expected Wnt-induced cystic morphology, treatment
with anti-LRP6 VHHs phenocopied the effect of R-Spondin withdrawal (EN
medium), severely compromising cell viability (Figure 5G). Collectively, these data
show that anti-LRP6 VHHs L-P2-B10, L-P2-D07 and L-P2-H07 efficiently
block Wnt-mediated cellular activities in the intestinal epithelium. Moreover, our
results confirm the vital role of endogenous Wnt3 for maintenance of intestinal
organoids in vitro (52).

Anti-LRP6 VHHs block the growth of Wnt-dependent intestinal tumor
organoids by promoting a differentiation program
Intestinal stem cells (ISC) locate to the bottom region of the crypt, where specialized niche cells create an optimal environment for stem cell maintenance (53).
ISCs are marked by the Wnt target gene Lgr5 (54) and can self-organize and grow
into three-dimensional organoids in vitro (50). Inactivating mutations in RNF43
and ZNRF3 generate Wnt hypersensitive stem cells that drive expansion of the
intestinal stem cell zone and instigate adenoma formation in vivo (8). Indeed,
RNF43/ZNRF3-deleted (R/Z dKO) organoids grow independently of Rspo1 and
thus display loss of niche factor requirement, a hallmark of tumorigenesis (8, 55).
However, these R/Z dKO tumors remain dependent on the generation of Wnt3
by Paneth cells in the tumor niche (21), revealing a vulnerability that might be
targeted by our anti-LRP6 VHHs. Indeed, treatment with L-P2-B10 or L-P2H07 induced massive levels of cell death, comparable to treatment with the highly
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Figure 6. Anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs halt R/Z-/- tumor cell growth by driving collective differentiation.

a) Anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs block R/Z-/- tumor growth. R/Z-/- SIM organoids were cultured in EN and treated with 10 μM of the indicated anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs for xx d. b) anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs strongly diminish cell viability of R/Z-/- tumor organoids. R/Z-/- SIM organoids were cultured in EN and treated with 10 μM
of the indicated anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs for 3 d. c) Schematic representation of the cell types presents in the
intestine and the role of Wnt signaling in maintaining intestinal physiology. d) Anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHH treatment strongly inhibits the expression of Wnt target genes, stem cell-associated genes and Paneth cell markers
while inducing a transcriptional program for differentiation in R/Z-/- tumor organoids. e) Anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4
VHH treatment attenuates proliferation as shown by a decrease in Ki67 staining. Anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHH
treatment decreases the number of Paneth cells (Lys) while increasing the number of differentiated enteroendocrine cells (ChgA). β-catenin and/or phalloidin staining was used to mark the organoids.
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potent inhibitor of Wnt secretion, IWP-2 (56) (Figure 6A-B). Treatment with
L-P2-D07 was less efficient and resulted only in a partial loss of cell viability
(Figure 6A-B).
We wondered about the mechanism of VHH-mediated cell death and investigated the possibility that blocking LRP6-mediated Wnt signaling depletes the
stem cell-like tumor cell pool by promoting their collective differentiation. Indeed,
qRT-PCR analysis revealed that anti-LRP6 VHH treatment induced loss of the
stem cell markers Lgr5, Olmf4 and Axin2, as well as the Paneth niche cell marker
Lys1. At the same time, the differentiation markers ChgA, Muc2 and Alpi (57)
were strongly upregulated by VHH treatment (Figure 6C-D). We confirmed these
observations by confocal microscopy analysis, revealing loss of the proliferation
marker Ki67 and the Paneth cell marker Lys, while the differentiation marker
ChgA was increased upon VHH treatment (Figure 6E). In conclusion, anti-LRP6
VHHs effectively target Wnt-dependent tumor organoids by removing an essential pathway for renewal of stem-like tumor cells and promoting their terminal
differentiation.

Discussion
Contrary to classical APC or CTNNB1 mutations, RNF43/ZNRF3 (R/Z) lossof-function mutations drive a state of Wnt hypersensitivity, offering perspectives
for therapeutical inhibition of receptor activity in subsets of patients suffering
from such mutations (47). Strikingly, murine R/Z-/- tumors were eradicated by
deletion of Wnt3, the primary Wnt produced by Paneth cells that co-populate
the expanded tumor stem cell zone (21). To target this R/Z-/- tumor vulnerability,
we developed selective inhibitors for Wnt3/3a-mediated signaling. We screened
a CIS display-based high diversity library to identify single chain antibodies or
nanobodies (VHHs) that selectively bind the P3E3P4E4 region of the co-receptor
LRP6. This LRP6 region is involved in Wnt3 binding although the exact region
and binding mode awaits identification (31, 32, 46). From an initial panel of 33
LRP6P3E3P4E4-binding VHHs, we selected 3 VHHs that most efficiently inhibit
cellular responses to Wnt3a at low nanomolar IC50 values. Moreover, these VHHs
efficiently blocked the growth of murine R/Z-/- tumor organoids by depleting the
tumor stem cell pool and driving terminal differentiation.
To understand the structural basis by which anti-LRP6 VHHs exert their
potent Wnt inhibitory activity, we generated crystal structures of L-P2-B10 and
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L-P2-D07 in complex with the LRP6P3E3P4E4 domain. The LRP6 binding epitope
of both L-P2-B10 and L-P2-D07 covers a central region in β-propeller 3 (P3)
that overlaps with part of the ligand-binding surface of the natural antagonist
DKK1_C (31, 32). Thus, as argued for DKK1, L-P2-B10 or L-P2-D07 operate
by sterically preventing Wnt proteins from binding to LRP6P3. Furthermore, our
results independently confirm this region in P3 as the core Wnt3-binding surface.
Structural studies of various VHH-target complexes have revealed a large variability in length, conformation and usage of the three available CDR loops (58, 59).
We show that L-P2-B10 employs a particularly long CDR3 loop that interacts
with the VHH framework to create a stable flat paratope for recognition of a
plane epitope at the center of the LRP6 P3 domain. CDR2 contributes in a minor
way, while CDR1 does not participate in the interaction. By contrast, L-P2-D07
employs a much shorter CDR3 loop that, together with the CDR1 and -2 loops,
interacts with the same relatively flat epitope.
Based on site-directed mutagenesis and antibody blocking experiments, separate binding sites for different Wnt isoforms in the extracellular domains of LRP6
were identified (26, 27, 31, 33, 36, 46, 60). While Wnt3/3a proteins were classified
as P3 binders, other Wnt isoforms such as Wnt1 and Wnt9b require a binding
site in β-propeller 1 (P1). To antagonize LRP6 activity, DKK1 uses its N- and Cterminal domains to interact simultaneously with P1 and P3, respectively, thereby
directly competing with binding of both classes of Wnts (31-33). A short peptide
motif [Asn-X-Ile/Val] present in the Wnt antagonists DKK, WISE and SOST,
mediates key interactions with LRP6P1. This motif is also found in LRP6P1 binding antibodies (33). This recognition motif is absent in the CDR sequence of our
VHHs, explaining their specificity for Wnt3/3a and the lack of interference with
Wnt1-mediated signaling.
Two independent studies previously investigated the use of conventional
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) targeting LRP6. In both cases, the authors observed that the bivalent nature of mAbs significantly potentiates cellular responses
to the unblocked class of Wnts, likely due to induced receptor dimerization (26,
36). These unwanted side effects limit the possibility for clinical application of
these mAbs, although a constructed biparatopic anti-LRP6 antibody generated
by Ettenberg et al. might overcome these issues (36). More recently, a bispecific
antibody that combines two monospecific domain Abs was developed, targeting
both the P1 and P3 binding sites on LRP6 (37). This broad-range Wnt inhibiting reagent however did not affect the growth of two RSPO-overexpressing PDX
models, presumably due to a lack of cross-reactivity with LRP5 (37).
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We show that our highly specific anti-LRP6P3 VHHs strongly block the
growth of murine Wnt-hypersensitive R/Z-/- organoids. Impaired viability upon
VHH treatment is not due to direct toxic effects but rather induces the exhaustion
of stem- and Paneth-like cancer cells by promoting their collective terminal differentiation. Thus, VHH treatment not only blocks cellular responses to Wnt3 but
also depletes the main source of tumor cell-mediated Wnt production. Collectively
driving tumor cell differentiation represents a promising strategy for eradication of
CRC, as shown by a number of recent studies (61, 62). Thus, anti-LRP6P3 VHH
treatment phenocopies the genetic ablation of Paneth cells or Wnt3, which were
shown to drive R/Z dKO tumorigenesis in mouse models (8). Due to their small
size, VHHs can rapidly and deeply penetrate solid tumors, although their activity
is limited by their short half-life in vivo (40). Therefore, strategies to extend antiLRP6 VHHs half-life will be required before moving towards in vivo applications.
In summary, we generated a set of monovalent high affinity LRP6P3E3P4E4
binding reagents. Structural evaluation shows that the core surface for targeting
Wnt3 activity resides at the center of LRP6P3. The Wnt blocking activity did not
induce cellular toxicity but rather eradicated tumor growth by inducing collective
differentiation. Importantly, our results demonstrate that VHH-mediated interference with selective Wnts holds promise for targeting Wnt hypersensitive tumors,
while limiting potential side effects.
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Materials and Methods
Cell culture, conditioned media and reagents
HEK293T cells were cultured in RPMI medium (Thermo Scientific) supplemented with 10% Fetal Calf Serum (Bodinco B.V.), 100 units/mL penicillin
and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Thermo Scientific). Mouse L-cells were cultured
in DMEM containing 1 g/L glucose (Thermo Scientific) with the same supplements. L-cells stably expressing Wnt3a were used to generate Wnt3a-conditioned
medium (Wnt3a-CM). R-Spondin1-CM and Noggin-CM were produced using
HEK293T cells stably transfected with HA-mouse Rspo1-Fc or after transient
transfection with mouse Noggin-Fc expression vector, respectively. All cells were
grown at 37 °C at 5% CO2. CHIR (Tocris bioscience) was used at 5 μM for 5 h.

Small intestine mouse organoids
Small intestine mouse (SIM) organoids were established and maintained as
described (50) from isolated crypts collected from the entire length of the small
intestine. The basic culture medium (advanced DMEM/F12, with penicillin/streptomycin, 10 mM HEPES, 1× Glutamax, 1× B27 [all from Life Technologies] and
1 mM N-acetylcysteine (Sigma Aldrich) was supplemented with 50 ng/mL murine
recombinant EGF (Peprotech), Noggin-CM (1% v/v) and R-spondin1-CM (2.5%
final volume, if not indicated otherwise) to obtain ENR medium. Wnt3a-CM
was used at 50% (v/v), if not indicated otherwise. The Rnf43/Znfr3 double Knock
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Out (R/Z dKO) organoid line was a gift of BK Koo, Wellcome Trust - Medical
Research Council Stem Cell Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK
(63) and grown in EN medium (ENR without R-Spondin1). Organoids were
cultured in matrigel droplets (Corning).

DNA constructs and CRISPR targeting

4

Myc-LRP6 was a gift of C. Niehrs, Institute of Molecular Biology, Mainz, Germany. mWnt1 was a gift of H. Clevers, Hubrecht Institute, The Netherlands. LRP6
CRISPR-Cas9 targeting GGACAGATTCTGAAACTAAT was generated by
ligating the annealing product of 5’-CACCGGGACAGATTCTGAAACTAAT-3’ and 5’-AAACATTAGTTTCAGAATCTGTCCC-3’ to pX330 (obtained
from Addgene) digested with BbsI. Single clones were established and genotyped.
For genotyping, genomic DNA was isolated using QIAamp DNA micro kit
(Qiagen). Primers for the PCR amplification using GoTaq Flexi DNA polymerase (Promega) were as follows: 5’-CTTTATGCAAACAGACGGGACT-3’
and 5’-AAAGCAAAAACCCTGTCAAAAA-3’. Products were cloned into
pGEM-T Easy vector system I (Promega) and subsequently sequenced using a T7
sequencing primer.

Immunoblotting
Western blotting was performed using standard procedures with Immobilon-FL
(Milipore) PVDF membranes. For blocking the Odyssey blocking buffer (LICOR) was used and immunoblot analysis was performed using the LI-COR
Odyssey Infrared Imaging System.

Antibodies
For Immunoblotting: mouse anti-α-Tubulin (T9026, Sigma Aldrich); rabbit antiLRP6 (C5C7; 2560, Cell Signaling); rabbit anti-Phospho-LRP6 (Ser1490) (2568,
Cell Signaling). As Goat secondary antibodies were conjugated with either Alexa
Fluorphores (Life Technologies) or IRDyes (LI-COR). For immunofluorescence:
rabbit anti-Ki67 (Abcam), mouse anti-β-catenin (BD Transduction Labs), rabbit
anti-Lysozyme (Dako), mouse anti-ChgA (Santa Cruz). As secondary antibodies
goat anti-rabbit IgG-488 and goat anti-mouse-IgG-568 were used (Life tech-
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nologies). Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) was used at 1:500 and Phalloidin (Ph647)
(Invitrogen) at 1:50.

Luciferase Reporter Assays
Luciferase TOPFlash and FOPFlash reporter assays were performed as described
(64). Briefly, HEK293T cells were seeded in 96 well plates (22.000 cells/well) and
transfected with 5 ng TopFlash (65) reporter, 1 ng TK-Renilla as a transfection
control, and either empty vector or 5 ng of myc-LRP6. For the autocrine Wnt1
production, 0,3 ng of mWnt1 was co-transfected. All transfections were performed
with FuGENE 6 transfection reagent (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Six hours post transfection, cells were incubated with 10 μM of VHH and
either control conditioned medium or Wnt3a-CM overnight. Luciferase activity
was measured using Dual Luciferase Reporter Kit (Promega) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol in a Centro XS 960 microplate luminometer (Berthold).
Graphs show average luciferase activities normalized to Renilla values of duplicates.

Microscopy
For bright field microscopy small intestine mouse organoids were grown in 10 μL
matrigel droplets and images were captured with an EVOS (Thermo Scientific).
For immunofluorescence microscopy, R/Z dKO SIM organoids were grown in 10
μL matrigel in slide angiogenesis chambers (Ibidi) in 40 μl EN and treated with 10
μM of IWP-2 (R&D systems) or 10 μM of each anti-LRP6 VHH for 3 d. After
treatment organoids were fixed in paraformaldehyde (4% diluted in 0.1 M Na-Pi)
for 1 h after which paraformaldehyde was removed and 20 mM NH4Cl (in PBS)
was added for 10 min. Organoids were permeabilized in PBD 0.2T buffer (1%
BSA, 1% DMSO, 0.2% TX-100 in PBS) for 2 hat RT. Organoids were incubated
overnight with primary antibody at 4 °C and 3 h with secondary antibody including HOECHST at RT in PBD 0.2T. Organoids were mounted in Ibidi mounting
medium and images were acquired with a Zeiss LSM700 confocal microscope.
Images were processed with ImageJ.

Viability assay
Organoids were trypsinized and 1000 single cells per well were seeded in a 96-well
plate in Basement Membrane Extract (BME) (Cultrex). Before addition of 100
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µL of EN media, the BME was polymerized for 20 min at 37 °C. Organoids were
cultured for the indicated times and the Cell titer Glo Luminiscent Cell viability
assay (Promega) was used to assess viability of the organoids in a Centro XS 960
microplate luminometer.

Reverse transcription and quantitative real-time PCR

4

RNA was extracted using the Qiagen RNeasy kit (Qiagen) and used as a template
for cDNA production using the iScript™ cDNA Synthesis Kit (Biorad) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. The synthesized cDNA was subsequently used in
a qRT–PCR using IQ SYBR green mix (Biorad) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. The ΔΔCt method (66) was employed to calculate gene expression. The
primer pairs used for the qRT-PCR are listed below.
Gene Fw-primer

Rev-primer

Lgr5 5’-AGAACACTGACTTTGAATGG-3’

5’-CACTTGGAGATTAGGTAACTG-3’

Hprt 5’-AAGCTTGCTGGTGAAAAGGA-3’
Olfm4 5’-GCCACTTTCCAATTTCAC-3’

Axin2 5’-GGACTGGGGAGCCTAAAGGT-3’
Lys1

5’-GGAATGGATGGCTACCGTGG-3’

ChgA 5’-CGATCCAGAAAGATGATGGTC-3’

Muc2 5’-GCTGACGAGTGGTTGGTGAATG-3’
Alpi

5’-TTGCGCTCATCTTAGGCTTT-3’
5’-GAGCCTCTTCTCATACAC-3’

5’-AAGGAGGGACTCCATCTACGC-3’
5’-CATGCCACCCATGCTCGAAT-3’
5’-CGGAAGCCTCTGTCTTTCC-3’

5’-GATGAGGTGGCAGACAGGAGAC-3’

5’-GGCTACACACTTAGGGGGACCTCCA-3’ 5’-AGCTTCGGTGACATTGGGCCGGT-3’

Expression and purification of LRP6 ectodomain
Human LRP6 containing domains P3E3P4E4 (Uniprot residues 639-1244)
was cloned in expression vector pUPE107.03 (U-Protein Express BV, The
Netherlands) with a N-terminal cystatin secretion signal and a C-terminal
His6-tag. LRP6P3E3P4E4 was transiently co-expressed in HEK293 deficient in Nacetylglucoaminyltransferase I (GnTI-) cells with human MESD. Six days after
transfection the conditioned medium was harvested by centrifugation for 20 min
at 1000 x g. LRP6 was purified by the addition of Ni-Sepharose excel resin (GE
Healthcare) and incubated overnight at 4 °C. A packed column was washed using
IMAC A buffer (25 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl and 10 mM Imidazole).
Proteins were eluted in IMAC B (25 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl and
250 mM Imidazole), followed by a purification step with SEC, using a Superdex
200 HiLoad 16 60 column (GE Healthcare) in 15 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 and 150
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mM NaCl and concentrated to 13 mg/mL. To produce biotinylated human LRP6
containing domains P3E3P4E4, it was cloned in an expression vector (U-Protein
Express BV, The Netherlands) with a C-terminal BAP tag followed by a His6-tag.
LRP6P3E3P4E4 was transiently co-expressed in HEK293 GnTI- cells with human
MESD and Bir-A. Five days after transfection 0.2 mM Biotin (Sigma Aldrich) was
added to the medium and incubated overnight to obtain biotinylated LRP6P3E3P4E4.
Purification was performed as described for the non-biotinylated LRP6P3E3P4E4.

CIS display Selection
CIS display selections were carried out as described (41, 67). In total 4 different
VHH libraries were displayed to identify LRP6 specific binders that explored different CDR3 loop lengths ranging from 7 to 22 residues. Briefly, 6.5 µg of linear
template DNA encoding for the VHH libraries in CIS display format was added
to 200 µL of in vitro transcription/translation (ITT) reaction mixture (Isogenica)
and incubated for 1 h at 30 °C. The ITT reaction was stopped by addition of 400
µL 2 % BSA in PBS and incubation on ice for 10 min. A deselection step was performed by adding 100 µL of M-280 Streptavidin Dynabeads (Thermo Scientific)
(pre-blocked in 1% BSA in PBS) and incubation for 1 h at RT with mixing. After
removal of the magnetic beads the supernatant was transferred to 50 µL of M-280
Streptavidin Dynabeads pre-coated with 21.5 µg of biotinylated LRP6P3E3P4E4 and
1 % BSA in PBS. The resulting samples were incubated for 30 min at RT with
mild mixing to allow binding of the CIS displayed VHH to LRP6, after which the
beads were washed 5 times with PBS‑T (PBS, 0.1% Tween-20) for 2 min followed
by a final wash in PBS. Bound DNA was eluted from the beads by incubation in 1x
ThermoPol buffer (New England Biolabs) for 10 min at 80 °C. The eluted material
was added to a recovery PCR reaction (68) and finally purified using a Wizard®
SV Gel and PCR Clean-up System (Promega).
For subsequent rounds of expression and selection, the purified DNA amplification products from the preceding round was added to a fresh ITT mixture and the
selection process was repeated 5 times to enrich the DNA pool for binding clones.
To increase the selection pressure the stringency of the selection was increased
each round by reducing the amount of antigen (from 21.2 µg to 2.7 µg) while
increasing the number of washing steps of the captured library complexes on the
target-coated beads from 5 to 11. Progression of the selection was monitored by
qPCR using a StepOne Plus system (Applied Biosystems) and KAPA SYBR Fast
ABI prism (Sigma Aldrich). Template DNA was measured by qPCR both before
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the ITT (input DNA) and after target pull-down (output DNA) following ITT
and panning on target-coated beads. A primer pair specifically amplifying a common region of the RepA gene (qPCRforw AATCTCGGAAGGACGCTTCA,
qPCRrev TTTTGCGCTTCACCTCGC) was used to determine the efficiency
of template DNA recovery at various rounds of selection.

ELISA Screening

4

After 5 rounds of selection, the recovered DNA was PCR-amplified with Phusion
Green HF (Thermo Scientific) using primers TAC6 (CCCCATCCCCCTGTTGACAATTAATC) and NOTIRECREV (TGGTGAAGATCAGTTGCGGCCGCTAG) to amplify the library region containing the VHH and to introduce a NotI site downstream of the VHH coding sequence. Amplified DNA was
purified, digested with NcoI and NotI (New England Biolabs) and ligated into a
pET vector containing a polyHis and a FLAG tag. An additional V5 peptide tag,
positioned downstream of the VHH sequence in the library template DNA was
added to each NcoI-NotI fragment. Ligations were transformed into E. coli BL21
Gold Competent cells (Agilent, Stockport, UK) and plated on 2YT media plates
containing 50 µg/mL kanamycin (Sigma Aldrich). Individual colonies were picked
and grown for soluble expression of VHH.
Briefly, induction of 1 mL cultures was started using 1 mM IPTG (Sigma
Aldrich) in cultures grown to OD600 ~ 1 followed by overnight incubation at 30 °C.
Cells were lysed by snap-freeze and thaw followed by treatment with Bugbuster
Master Mix (Merck) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The supernatant
was directly used in ELISA applications. ELISA screening was carried out on
NUNC Maxisorp plates coated with 250 ng per well of streptavidin followed by 100
ng per well of biotinylated LRP6P3E3P4E4 in PBS or buffer alone overnight at 4 °C.
Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-V5 secondary antibody (Abcam), diluted
1: 3000 in 2 % BSA in PBS was used to detect VHH/anti-V5 binding following
incubation with SureBlue TMB peroxidase substrate (Insight Biotechnology)
plates being read at 450 nm. Clones that showed a signal of >0.4 and specificity for
LRP6 over streptavidin only >5 were selected for a confirmatory ELISA that was
performed according to the protocol described above. Clones from the confirmatory ELISA were sequenced. Sequence data was clustered and correlated to values
from the confirmatory ELISA (LRP6 signal / streptavidin signal)
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Expression and purification of VHH domains
All VHHs were expressed in E. coli BL21 cells by following growth in Terrific
Broth (TB) media (Sigma Aldrich) containing 50 µg/mL kanamycin. Induction
and lysis was performed as described above. C-terminal V5-FLAG3-His6-tag
VHH material was purified from cell lysates by IMAC, either using His MultiTrap
HP plates or HisTrap 1 ml and 5 mL columns (GE Healthcare Life) in case of
purifications in 96 well format from 1 mL cultures or from large scale cultures,
respectively. Protein-containing fractions were pooled and imidazole was removed
by either buffer exchange (PD Multitrap G-25) or extensive dialysis (snakeskin
dialysis tubes MWC 10kDa, Invitrogen, UK). The final purification step was performed with size exclusion chromatography (SEC) using a Superdex 75 HiLoad
16 60 column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences).
For initial crystallization screens, binding experiments and in vitro assays,
VHHs with a C-terminal V5-FLAG3-His6-tag were used. For optimized crystallization, VHHs L-P2-B10 and L-P2-H07 were cloned into the pETX-24 vector
containing a C-terminal His6-tag. The VHHs were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3)
pLysS cells by lactose auto-induction (69). VHHs were extracted by sonication in
PBS. Cellular debris was removed by centrifugation for 30 min at 8000 x g and
filtered with a glass fiber prefilter (Ministart, Sartorius). Concentrated imidazole
was added to the lysate to a final concentration of 15 mM. VHHs were purified by
the addition of Ni-Sepharose 6 Fast Flow beads (GE Healthcare) and incubated
for 4 h at 4 °C. Fractions containing protein after elution with 300 mM imidazole
were concentrated and further purified by SEC using a Superdex 75 Hiload 16 60
column in 15 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 and 150 mM NaCl and concentrated to 10
mg/mL.

QCM data collection and analysis
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) technology was used to analyze the affinities
of the VHHs towards LRP6. The experiments were performed using an Attana
A200 C-Fast system (Attana AB, Sweden). A capturing approach via streptavidin
was used to immobilize biotinylated LRP6P3E3P4E4 on the surface of the sensor chip.
First, streptavidin was immobilized on a low-non-specific binding chip (LNB)
via amine coupling according to manufacturer’s protocol. Two sensor chips were
docked in the instrument and the temperature was set at 22 °C. PBS (1.5 mM
potassium phosphate monobasic, 2.7 mM sodium phosphate dibasic, 150 mM
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sodium chloride, pH 7.2) was passed over the surfaces at a flow rate of 100 µL/
min until stabilization of the baseline (frequency change ≤ 0.2 Hz over 600 sec).
After reduction of the flow rate to 10 µL/min, a freshly prepared activation solution (0.2 M 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide), 0.05 M sulfo-Nhydroxysuccinimide)) was injected for 300 sec on both surfaces. Then 50 µg/mL of
streptavidin in sodium acetate buffer pH 4.5 was injected on both surfaces for 300
sec. Finally, a de-activation solution consisting of 1 M ethanolamine, pH 8.5, was
injected for 300 sec. Stable binding of streptavidin caused a frequency shift of 60
Hz in channel A and B.
Second, biotinylated LRP6P3E3P4E4 at a concentration of 50 µg/mL diluted in
PBS was injected for 300 sec on channel A, whereas biotinylated BSA at the same
concentration was injected for 300 sec on channel B. Capturing of BSA and LRP6
cause a stable frequency shift of 50 Hz. The flow was set to 25 µL/min and the
experiment was started after baseline stabilization. VHHs diluted in PBS at 4
concentrations (30-15-7.5-3.75 µg/mL) were injected in duplicate for 84 sec in
parallel on both surfaces. Dissociation by injection of PBS was followed for 180
sec. After each cycle the surface was regenerated with 12 sec pulse of 10 mM
glycine pH 3. All VHHs were injected in duplicate. Data were collected using
Attester software (Attana AB) and analyzed with Evaluation software (Attana
AB) and TraceDrawer (Ridgeview). The signal obtained from the reference surface,
where biotinylated BSA was immobilized, was subtracted from the sensograms
obtained for the biotinylated LRP6P3E3P4E4 surface. To calculate the kinetic parameters (ka and kd) and affinity constant (KD), the experimental data were fitted
using a heterogenous ligand model (1:2 fitting model).

Crystallization of LRP6-VHH complexes
Purified LRP6P3E3P4E4 was mixed with purified L-P2-B10 (C-terminal His6-tag)
or VHH L-P2-D07 (C-terminal V5-FLAG3- His6-tag), respectively in a 1:1.05
receptor:VHH ratio and incubated for 2-4 hours at 4 °C. The final concentration
of the mixed receptor:VHH complexes was 131 mM and 145 mM, respectively.
Crystals of the LRP6P3E3P4E4:L-P2-B10 complex grew at 18 °C as long needles
by sitting drop vapor diffusion technique equilibrating the protein mixture with a
reservoir solution containing 0.1 M sodium citrate, 0.2 M sodium acetate trihydrate pH 5.5, 10 % PEG w/v 4000 in a 1:1 protein:mother liquor ratio. Crystals
were cryo-protected by briefly taking them up in mother liquor supplemented with
25 % v/v ethylene glycol before flash-freezing in liquid nitrogen. Crystals of the
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LRP6P3E3P4E4:L-P2-D07 complex grew by sitting drop vapor diffusion in a 1:1
protein:mother liquor ratio with a reservoir solution containing 0.1 M MES pH
5.0, 10 % w/v PEG 6000. Crystals were transferred into cryo-protectant solution
of mother liquor supplemented with 20 % v/v glycerol and flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen.

X-ray crystallography data collection and refinement of LRP6-VHH
complexes
LRP6P3E3P4E4 - L-P2-B10 crystals were collected by helical collection and diffracted
to 2.6 Å resolution at beamline ID 23-2 at European Synchrotron Radiation facility (ESRF Grenoble, France). X-ray diffraction data for complex LRP6P3E3P4E4
- L-P2-D07 was collected at beamline ID29 at ESRF and diffracted to 2.9 Å
resolution, see Table 1. X-ray diffraction data for both complexes were integrated
with DIALS (70) and scaled using Aimless (71) in the CCP4 suite (72). Data
processing statistics are shown in Table 1. Phasing of both datasets was performed
by molecular replacement using program PHASER (73), by previous solved structures of LRP6 (PDB ID: 4A0P (46)) and VHH framework without CDRs (PDB
ID: 4KRN (74)) as search models. In all VHH domains sufficient density was
available to model the truncated CDR loops. All structures were iterative refined
with Phenix-Refine (75) and alternated with manual model building and model
improvement using coot (76). Statistics of diffraction data processing and refinement for both complexes are summarized in Table 1. Molprobity (77) was used for
structure validation. Figures were generated with PyMol (The PyMOL Molecular
Graphics System, Version 2.0 Schrödiger, LLC).
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Figure S1. Purification homogenous human LRP6P3E3P4E4

a) Purified C-terminal His6-tagged LRP6 was separated by SEC on a Superdex 200 16/60 column, showing
a monodispersed peak. b) Reducing SDS-PAGE of the peak fraction used for X-ray crystallography studies
showed a single 70 kDa band.
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Figure S2. Anti-LRP6P3E3P4E4 VHHs display complex kinetics.

Sensorgrams showing binding between anti-LRP6 VHH and immobilized LRP6P3E3P4E4 measured in delta
Hertz [ΔHz] as a function of time (s) using the indicated concentrations of VHH. The black lines represent
data and the red lines represent fitted curves. The affinity is given as KD values calculated from Kon and Koff.
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Figure S3. Size-exclusion chromatograms of LRP6P3E3P4E4, VHH and LRP6P3E3P4E4-VHH.

a-c) Complex formation of LRP6P3E3P4E4 with (a) L-P2-B10-His6 tagged, (b) L-P2-D07-V5-Flag3-His6
tagged and (c) L-P2-H07-His6 tagged. A peak shift is observed upon binding with the VHH. Note that a
slightly bigger peak-shift is observed for L-P2-D07-V5-Flag3-His6, due to the larger tag on the VHH. d)
Negative control with VHH-CD3. No peak shift is observed when incubating VHH CD3 with LRP6P3E3P4E4.
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Figure S4. Structural analysis of LRP6P3E3P4E4 with VHHs L-P2-B10, L-P2-D07 and L-P2H07

a) Cartoon representation of three LRP6P3E3P4E4 – VHHs structures superposed based on the b-propeller domains of LRP6. One LRP6 molecule is presented with P3E3 indicated in blue and P4E4 domain in green. The
VHH L-P2-B10 indicated in orange, L-P2-D07 in magenta and L-P2-H07 in green. b) Cartoon representation of LRP6P3E3P4E4 (LRP6-L-P2-B10 in orange, LRP6-L-P2-D07 in magenta, LRP6 (PDB ID: 4A0P) in
grey and LRP6-DKK_C (PDB ID: 3S2K) in green superposed reflecting minor domain reorientations in the
EGF regions. One loop comprising residues 1005-1012 in b-propeller domain 4 was not visible in the electron
density map of either crystal structures. c) LRP6P3E3P4E4 – L-P2-B10 packing with two complexes in the ASU.
d) The two complexes superposed well with a rmsd of 0.2 Å (for 665 out of 733 Ca - atoms). The contacts
stabilizing the interaction between the VHH and LRP6P3 domain are identical in the two copies.
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Figure S5. Structural analysis of VHHs L-P2-B10 and L-P2-D07

56.0

a) Identical amino acids are highlighted in blue. Homologous amino acids are highlighted in green. Residues
forming the CDR region are indicated with boxes (CDR1 in blue, CDR2 in green and CDR3 in red). b)
Superposition of the two VHH domain crystal structures from the LRP6 - L-P2-B10 and LRP6 – L-P2D07 complexes (color scheme as in Figure 4). CDR regions are indicated in the color scheme of figure S5A.
c-d) Surface representation of VHH L-P2-B10 (c) and VHH L-P2-D07 (d) viewed from the CDR paratope
region of the molecules. Electrostatics surface representation of the same view showing the CDR region on
both VHHs.
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LRP6 N117Fs
L A C D W L G E K L Y W T D S E T
N R I E V S N L D
CTGGCATGTGATTGGCTTGGAGAAAAATTGTACTGGACAGATTCTGAAACT-AATCGGATTGAAGTTTCTAATTTAG
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||||||
CTGGCATGTGATTGGCTTGGAGAAAAATTGTACTGGACAGATTCTGAAACTTAATCGGATTGAAGTTTCTAATTTAG
L A C D W L G E K L Y W T D S E T * S D * S F * F R

LRP6 N117Fs
L A C D W L G E K L Y W T D S E T
N R I E V S N L D
CTGGCATGTGATTGGCTTGGAGAAAAATTGTACTGGACAGATTCTGAAACT--AATCGGATTGAAGTTTCTAATTTAG
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||||||
CTGGCATGTGATTGGCTTGGAGAAAAATTGTACTGGACAGATTCTGAAACTGAAATCGGATTGAAGTTTCTAATTTAG
L A C D W L G E K L Y W T D S E T E I G L K F L I *

Figure S6. CRISPR-Cas9-based strategy for LRP6 knock out cell line.

Disruption of LRP6 was achieved by a CRISPR-Cas9-based strategy. The two knock out alleles are represented
together with the sequence of wild type LRP6. The gRNA sequence is highlighted in red.
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Supplementary Tables
Table S1: Contacts between LRP6P3E3P4E4 and L-P2-B10, related to figure 5.

Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges at the interface in the two complexes in the ASU (calculated by PISA, EMBL
(78))
L-P2-B10
chain C and D

LRP6 (P3E3P4E4)
chain A and B

Asp55 [OD2]

Arg792 [NH1]

Asp55 [OD1]

CDR2

Tyr60 [OH]

Arg853 [NH1]

Asp63 [OD2]

Arg853 [NH1]

Asp63 [OD1]

Arg853 [NH2]
Glu663 [OE1]

Arg100 [NH2]

Glu663 [OE1]

Arg100 [NH2]
Arg100 [NH2]
Gly101 [O]

Arg102 [NH1]
Arg102 [NH1]
Arg102 [NH2]

Glu663 [OE2]
Glu663 [OE2]
Ser682 [OG]

Tyr706 [OH]

Glu663 [OE1]
Glu663 [OE2]
Ser665 [OG]

Arg102 [NH2]

Glu708 [OE1]

Arg102 [NE]

Glu708 [OE2]

Arg102 [NH2]
Tyr104 [OH]

Asp106 [OD2]

Glu708 [OE2]
Leu810 [O]

Arg639 [NE]

Asp106 [OD2]

Arg639 [NH2]

Tyr109 [OH]

Lys662 [O]

Thr108 [OG1]
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Arg853 [NH2]

Arg100 [NH1]
Arg100 [NH1]

CDR3

His834 [NE2]

Asp63 [OD1]

Asp63 [OD2]

4

Arg792 [NH2]

Arg639 [NH2]

Inhibition of Wnt-hypersensitive intestinal tumor growth by anti-LRP6 VHH

Table S2: Residues involved in contacts between LRP6P3E3P4E4 – L-P2-B10.

The degree of residues buried are indicated with vertical bars. One vertical bar represents 10% of the total
solvent-accessible surface area buried. (calculated by PISA, EMBL (78)).
L-P2-B10
chain C

L-P2-B10
chain D

Asp55

|||

|||

Gln58

|||||

Phe48
Gly56

CDR2

||

LRP6
chain B

Arg639

||||||

||||||

||||

Glu663

||||||||||

||||||||||

||

Ile681

||||||||||

|||||||||||

Arg638

||

||

Lys662

|||||

|||||

||||||||

Asp63

|||

|||
||

Tyr706

||||||

||||||

Arg100

|||||||||

|||||||||

Glu708

|||||

|||||

Arg102

||||||||||

||||||||||

Tyr104

||||||||||

||||||||||

Leu810

|||||||||

Asp106

||||||||||

||||||||||

Asn813

||

|||||

Phe836

||||||||

|

Arg853

|||||

Lys66

Gly101

Arg103

Phe105

||

||||||

||||||||

||||||

||||||||

Ser682

LRP6
(P3E3P4E4)

||||||

Arg792

|||||||

|||||||

||||||||||

|||||||||||

Tyr109

|||||||||

|||||||||

Asp111

||

||

Asp874

|

Met877

Ser110
Val112

Asp114

|||||
|

|||||||||
|

||||||||

||||

|||||||

Trp767

|||||||||||

Thr108

||||

||

Arg751

||||||||||

Phe107

||

|

||||||||
|

Ser665

|

Tyr60

Tyr61

CDR3

||

LRP6
chain A

Asp811
His834

Trp850

Tyr875

|||||

||

||||||

|||||||||
||

||

|||||||

|||||||

||||||||

|||||||||

|

|||||||||
|||||||

4

|||||||
|||||
|

|||||||||
|||||||
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Table S3: Contacts between LRP6P3E3P4E4 and L-P2-D07, related to figure 4.

Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges at the interface in the two complexes in the ASU (calculated by PISA, EMBL
(78))
L-P2-D07

LRP6 (P3E3P4E4)

Arg28 [NH2]

Glu708 [OE1]

Arg28 [NH1]
CDR1

Arg28 [NH2]
Arg28 [NH2]
Phe30 [O]
Ile32 [O]

CDR2

4

CDR3
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Ser55 [OG]

Glu708 [OE1]
Glu708 [OE2]
Thr724 [OG1]

Arg792 [NH1]
Arg792 [NH1]
Asp811 [O]

Ser58 [OG]

Asn813 [ND2]

Arg104 [NE]

Glu663 [OE2]

Arg104 [NH1]

Glu663 [OE2]

Inhibition of Wnt-hypersensitive intestinal tumor growth by anti-LRP6 VHH

Table S4: Residues involved in contacts between LRP6P3E3P4E4 – L-P2-D07.

The degree of residues buried are indicated with vertical bars. One vertical bar represents 10% of the total
solvent-accessible surface area buried. (calculated by PISA, EMBL (78)).

CDR1

Arg28
Phe30
Ser31
Ile32
Tyr33

L-P2-D07
||||||||
||||||||
|||||||||
|||||||||||
||||||||

CDR2

Thr53
Trp54
Ser55
Gly57
Ser58

||||||||
|||||
||||||
||
||||

CDR3

Ile100
Thr101
Tyr102
Thr103
Arg104
Gly105
Ile106
Tyr107
Lys108

|||||
||||||
||||||||||
||||||||||
|||||||
||||||||||
|||||
|
|

LRP6
(P3E3P4E4)

Arg639
Glu663
Ile681
Ser682
Tyr706
Glu708
Thr724
Gly725
Ser749
Arg751
Trp767
Arg792
Leu810
Asp811
Asn813
His834
Phe836
Trp850
Ser851
Asp874
Tyr875
Met877

4

LRP6
|||
||||||
|||||||||
|||
|||||||
|||||||||
||||||||
|
|||||||||
||||||||
||||||||||
|||||||||
||||||||||
||||||
||||||||
||||||||||
|||||||||||
|||||||||
||
||
|||||||||
|||||||
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Wnt signaling is important in the regulation of stem cell activities both during
embryonic development and throughout adult life. Aberrant Wnt signaling is
associated with the onset and progression of human cancers. Hyper-activation
of the pathway, often caused by mutations in proteins involved in Wnt signaling,
is tightly linked to human colorectal cancer (CRC). Structural biology studies
have resulted in a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms of Wntreceptor complexes. In this thesis, we attempted to dissect the structural details
lacking in the current understanding of Wnt - Frizzled (FZD) and co-receptor
signaling. FZD receptors are important signaling molecules for Wnt proteins
and a major target in drug development. A better understanding of FZD’s
structure and function allows more insight into its signaling mechanisms, yet
detailed mechanistic descriptions are lacking for many of the possible signaling
combinations of Wnt-FZD and co-receptors. There are major obstacles for isolating stable seven-helical transmembrane proteins in solution. In chapter 2, we
described an optimized protocol for obtaining stabilized Frizzled-4 for in vitro
studies. In chapter 3, we shed light on the structure of (co-)receptor orphan
tyrosine kinase receptor 2 (ROR2), which enables a broader understanding of
the ROR family. Although the molecular mechanisms involved in Wnt signaling have been studied intensively throughout the last decades, therapeutic
interventions remain challenging due to the number of possible combinations
of Wnt receptor complexes, their inherent complexity, and the differences in
relative expression levels of the protein components. In chapter 4, we described
the development of a strategy using nanobodies to target specific Wnt proteins,
and thereby gain molecular insight into oncogenic Wnt signaling mechanisms.
This work defines novel elements on the complexity of Wnt receptors and provides a basis for further studies of Wnt signaling in health and disease.
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Studying membrane proteins and complexes involved in Wnt signaling is challenging. The many signaling routes – initiated by Wnt ligands interacting with FZD
molecules – and the occurrence of different Wnt-FZD combinations, together
with FZD oligomers and many possible co-receptor combinations – all contribute
to different biological processes in healthy and diseased tissues. This makes Wntsignaling pathways fascinating, but also very complex.

Unconventional GPCR, Frizzled
Despite the fact that the FZD receptor protein family shares features with classical GPCRs, the structural and biochemical basis of their activities is still largely
unknown; no attempts at obtaining a crystal structure of a GPCR FZD receptor
have been successful so far. Molecular understanding of the FZD receptor has
been limited to X-ray crystallography structures of the extracellular cysteine rich
domain (CRD) of human FZD-4, FZD-5, FZD-7 and mouse FZD-8. We have
studied FZD-4, a seven transmembrane GPCR that is capable of binding multiple
Wnt ligands. Understanding FZD-ligand interactions on a structural level will
increase our knowledge of the fundamental signaling mechanisms used to regulate
Wnt dependent signaling pathways.
The experimental bottleneck for full-length FZD characterization lies in the
difficulty of achieving sufficient amounts of stable and homogeneous protein. The
development in the extraction, purification and stabilization of membrane proteins
(and in particular GPCRs) has improved over the last years (1-4). Techniques that
are used to improve stability and facilitate the crystallization of such challenging
membrane proteins include the increase of crystal contact by using BRIL and T4L
fusions or increasing the stability in specific conformations by using nanobodies or
mutagenesis (4, 5). It cannot be emphasized enough that each type of membrane
protein has its unique features in expression levels, extraction method and stability
during purification. Considering the above-mentioned difficulties, studying the
seven-transmembrane FZD receptor requires the use and development of specialized approaches. We attempted to elucidate the FZD receptor structure and
designed and optimized a protocol for FZD-4 expression and purification, using
the current knowledge in the field. Based on previous studies by others, we explored
strategies that proved to be successful for the crystallization a class F membrane
protein, which include protein truncations, fusions and LCP crystallization (6-8).
By integrating different approaches, we described in chapter 2 conditions that
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influence FZD-4 production and optimized an efficient protocol to use FZD-4 in
the reconstitution into nanodiscs (9).
We demonstrated that it is possible to incorporate FZD-4 into lipid discs
formed by scaffolding protein saposin. However, we assume that this technique is
not suitable for structural studies. So far, the application of nanodiscs for structure
elucidation has been limited to relatively large molecules (>100 kDa) with single
particle cryo-EM, suggesting that monomeric FZD-4 is an extremely difficult
target for this approach. In addition, the used discs might be too big for a single
FZD-4 molecule and therefore the receptors may exhibit too much latteral movement freedom within the lipid disc. Although the saposin-based lipid discs are
optimized to adapt the size of the disc to the size of the incorporated membrane
molecule, we were not able to obtain a homogenous sample of FZD-4 incorporated into a disc. However, this technique might still be suitable for functional
studies of FZD molecules in a detergent-free buffer system. Questions may then
be answered regarding signaling mechanisms of FZD for example: How do different lipid environments influence the binding of FZD-4 to intracellular component
Dishevelled (DVL)?
Full-length FZD-4 was tested in a TOPFlash assay in the presence of the
saposin-based lipid disc. We observed inhibition of the Wnt3a-dependent activation; however, this was also shown for the construct with the deletion of the CRD.
Wnt-ligands are able to bind a-specifically to the lipid-disc through their hydrophobic lipid tail. For this reason, it remains a challenge to confirm Wnt-ligand
interactions in the presence of a detergent or lipid disc.
One technique that may be used in the future to improve crystallization trials
is mutagenesis (the StaR method) to improve stability (10). Additionally, the use
of nanobodies may help to stabilize the seven transmembrane helices and facilitate
crystallization (4). An alternative method to allow structural determination of the
FZD receptor may be enabled by single-particle cryo-electron microscopy, which
has undergone a ‘resolution revolution’ in the past years (11). The use of nanodiscs
in an advantage for this technique, however the current protocol in the reconstitution of FZD-4 requires optimization to obtain more homogeneous sample.

ROR2 – Wnt receptor complexity
Wnt ligands are difficult to work with due to the addition of a lipid tail during
post-translational modifications. Therefore, Wnts are highly hydrophobic and stick
to their carrier molecules or to the cell surface. In addition, the intrinsic instability
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of Wnts hampers insights into Wnt – receptor interactions and specificity. There
is a great diversity in Wnt – receptor complex signal activation, due to 19 Wntligands, 10 FZD receptors and several different possible co-receptors. The detailed
interactions between Wnt and the ligand-binding domain (CRD) of FZDs are
illustrated by the crystal structure of Xenopus Wnt8 and mouse FZD8 CRD (12).
Even though structural details of Wnt-FZD interactions (13) have been reported,
the structural basis for the specificity of Wnt-FZD interactions remains elusive.
The high degree of amino-acid sequences similarity among the FZD-CRD family
might explain the cross-interactions between subtypes of Wnt and FZD protein
members. Therefore, it remains a challenge to specifically target FZD receptor
subclasses with high affinity and selectivity.
The extracellular region of ROR2 consists of a CRD – similar to that of FZD
– flanked by two other domains: an Ig-like domain and a Kringle domain. Our
SAXS data confirm a multidomain protein with one or more flexible linkers. The
biological relevance of the conformations in ROR2 remains to be investigated.
Possibly, the flexibility of the domains flanking the CRD is required to expose
the CRD so that it may bind to its ligands. In agreement with flexible protein,
crystallization trials of the full ectodomain of ROR2 did not yield high-quality
diffracting crystals.
We furthermore provide more insight into the extracellular region of ROR2 and
reveal for the first time the crystal structure of ROR2 CRD. The C-terminal part
of the uncomplexed CRD of ROR2 is flexible, which is likely due to the absence
of a bound ligand. The flexibility of the C-terminal part of the CRD is reflected
by high crystallographic B-factors. In addition, this same region is involved in the
crystal contact, potentially causing packing disorder in the crystal form P21212 and
diffuse scattering in the X-ray diffraction images.
The b-catenin independent pathway does not require co-receptor LRP5 or
LRP6 but uses Wnt initiation via FZD or other (co-) receptors, including ROR.
It is well established that Wnt proteins bind to the CRD domain of ROR2 (14).
Future advances in understanding ROR2 requires pinpointing of the interactions
of Wnt with the ROR2 CRD and the potential involvement of the other domains.
We show in a luciferase assay that ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle has no inhibiting effect on Wnt3a signaling compared to FZD-5 CRD. The extracellular region has
a potentiating effect on Wnt3a signaling, probably by direct competition with
endogenous Wnt5a. For this reason, Wnt5a is not able to inhibit the canonical
signaling pathway. Indeed, we observed an enhanced Wnt3a signaling effect with
a higher concentration of ROR2 Ig-CRD-Kringle.
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The Wnt b-catenin independent pathway is important in the regulation of cell
motility, therefore the pathway is implicated in promoting cancer (15-17). Wnt5a
is the main ligand involved in the activation b-catenin independent signaling,
causing invasion, metastasis and proliferation of cancer (18, 19). The development
of therapeutic interventions to target the Wnt b-catenin independent pathway has
great promise, but it remains very important to better understand this pathway
and its oncologic mechanisms. Therapeutic agents specifically directed against
ROR2 can offer great value as a research tool to dissect the function of ROR2
receptors in complex with FZD receptors and the cross-talk between canonical
and non-canonical signaling. Therapeutic agents, like small molecule inhibitors
or antibodies blocking CRD-ligand interactions may be designed with specificity for subfamilies of receptors containing CRD, like FZDs, ROR1 or ROR2.
It remains a challenge to identify therapeutic agents that target specific FZD or
ROR CRD isoforms, because of these proteins’ similar structural features and the
homology in their Wnt ligand binding site in the CRD’s hydrophobic groove. A
successfully characterized antibody (UC-961, cirmtuzumab), against ROR1 has
been developed (20) and is currently in clinical trials, showing efficient blockage
of Wnt5a activation and a reduced effect on migration, proliferation and chronic
lymphocytic leukemia development in mice (21, 22). Overexpression of ROR2
is found in osteosarcoma and renal cell carcinomas and recently in many more
other types of cancers. Therefore, ROR2 has become even more a focus for the
development of therapeutic intervention. The distinct extracellular domain of
ROR2 might be a good candidate to develop a monoclonal antibody or single
domain antibody for therapeutic use. Recently, a potent peptide has been identified
for the FZD-7 CRD, which binds at a new site close to the lipid-binding groove
(23). The binding interface of this small peptide is not strictly conserved, making
this site a promising target for further development of other therapeutic agents.
For this same reason, the ROR2 CRD is a promising therapeutic target for the
development of therapeutic agents, due to the fact that it displays low structural
conservation to the FZD-CRD family and to gain a better understanding in the
molecular mechanism of the b-catenin independent pathways involved in cancers.

Therapeutic interventions in Wnt signaling targeting receptor
Aberrant Wnt signaling is the most important driver in cancer cells for uncontrolled cell growth, making this pathway an attractive therapeutic target (24).
The complexity of the Wnt cascade initiated by various types of Wnt ligands and
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receptor proteins complicates the development of inhibitory therapeutic agents.
Cancer cells exploit the Wnt signaling pathway either by inactivation, or decrease
in expression, of an inhibitory component or by overactivation, or overexpression,
of an activating modulator of the pathway. The ideal Wnt-based therapy would restore the abnormal b-catenin transcription, which is induced by aberrant activation
of Wnt signaling, without impairing the homeostasis of Wnt-dependent tissues in
e.g. the gut or bones.
Colorectal cancers (CRC), characterized as Wnt-driven tumors have aberrant
Wnt signaling activation. The dysfunction in Wnt signaling in CRC is associated
with mutations in downstream proteins, like tumor regulator APC or b-catenin. In
other types of cancer, like hepatocellular carcinoma, mutations in e.g. Axin are predominantly found (25). The presence of additional signaling activation specifically
induced by Wnt proteins is critical for tumor progression in Wnt-driven colon
carcinomas (26). This suggests that distinct strategies are required for each type of
tumor, since different tumors have mutations in different Wnt signaling proteins,
which have prompted the development of different Wnt antagonists as anticancer
agents. Despite extensive efforts in the field, no successful Wnt inhibitor is currently FDA approved, underlining the urgency of designing better compounds. The
central question is: can we target the Wnt signaling pathway without introducing
severe complications?
A well-known Wnt inhibitor targets the enzyme O-acyl-transferase Porcupine,
which is important in the acylation of Wnt proteins. This is studied by loss of
Porcupine function experiments, where Wnt proteins are retained in the endoplasmic reticulum (27-29). This is a promising intervention of the Wnt signaling
pathway, since it is capable of fully blocking the production of Wnt proteins.
Porcupine inhibitors disable cancer-driven signals provided by mutations that
induce hypersensitivity to Wnt ligands, such as RNF43 and ZNRF3 mutations,
by blocking the production of Wnts in a tumor microenvironment. Since then,
other inhibitors against Porcupine are being developed and are undergoing clinical
trials, like Lgk974 and ETC-159 (30-33). This way of targeting the pathway has
been successfully employed in tumors of pancreatic ductal carcinoma and intestinal
adenoma (26, 34, 35). The disadvantages of this type of mode of action – by blocking ligand production for all Wnt proteins – is the effect on gut homeostasis and
the effect of blocking both the b-catenin dependent as well as the independent
cascades. Understanding the oncogenic molecular mechanism of tumors, including
the prediction of the presents of Wnts and what pathway is activated remains a
challenge.
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Recently, it became clear that the Wnt signaling pathway is activated through
epigenetic silencing of inhibitory regulators of the cascade in colon cancer. Misregulation of Wnt receptor availability due to mutations in RNF43 and ZNRF3
has been shown to be a leading cause for cancer development. Due to this loss of
function, receptor levels of FZD and LRP6 increase, followed by an increase in
signaling, causing hyper-Wnt sensitive tumors. Thus, blocking receptor activity in
these cancer subsets holds great promise for therapeutic applications. Manipulating the b-propeller domains of co-receptor LRP6 can be a strategy to prevent the
assembly of active complexes. Therefore, in chapter 4, we target co-receptor LRP6
with a single domain antibody specifically against the Wnt3/Wnt3a binding site.
The development of such a specific inhibitor has an advantage, since the specificity
of this molecule is directed to a specific part of the receptor, solely responsible for
Wnt3 mediated signaling.
Therapeutic interventions for specific Wnt ligands is more difficult if you
target FZDs, because of the large amount of family members, which can cause
problems in specificity and if only blocking one FZD receptor protein, the possible
alternative signaling routes the cell can have via other homolog FZD receptors.
A promising antibody OMP-18R5 in development against five different FZD
receptors, showed inhibition in tumor growth and at the same time has no effect
in healthy tissues (36). A small inhibitory molecule against the FZD-7 subclass
has been developed that impairs FZD-7 function by selectively binding to a new
site proximal to the lipid-binding site for Wnts of the CRD (23). This might help
in understanding conformational changes in the FZD receptors and the effect on
Wnt signaling. Another antibody targeting FZD-5 is able to inhibit the growth
of RNF43-mutant pancreatic ductal adenomacarcinoma tumors as well as tumor
colon organoids derived from patients carrying RNF43 mutations (37). These
observations suggest that Wnt hypersensitive tumors can be inhibited by targeting
the Wnt receptor complexes.
Mutations in the Wnt receptor complex physiology have also been reported
in CRC and other tumors. By using whole-exome sequencing, LRP6 mutations
were found as novel candidates contributing to the heterogeneous susceptibility to
CRC (38) as well as RNF43 mutations have been reported in 20% of CRC (39).
Two independent studies previously investigated the use of conventional monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) targeting LRP6. In both cases, the authors observed
that the bivalent nature of mAbs significantly potentiates cellular responses to the
unblocked class of Wnts, likely due to induced receptor dimerization (40, 41).
These unwanted side effects limit the possibility for clinical application, although
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a constructed biparatopic anti-LRP6 antibody as generated by Ettenberg et al.
might overcome these issues (41). More recently, a bispecific antibody that combines two monospecific domain Abs was developed, targeting both the P1 and P3
binding sites on LRP6 (42). This broad-range Wnt inhibiting reagent however
did not affect the growth of two RSPO-overexpressing PDX models, presumably
due to a lack of cross-reactivity with LRP5 (42). In chapter 4, we employed an in
vitro library selection system (CIS-display technology) to identify single-domain
antibody fragments (VHH) that specifically recognize and block Wnt3-mediated
activation of LRP5 and LRP6, thereby strongly inhibiting Wnt/b-catenin signaling in cells. Structural analysis revealed that the most potent single-domain
antibodies interact with a central region in the third b-propeller (P3) of LRP6,
sterically interfering with Wnt3 binding. Importantly, we show that anti-LRP6P3
VHH block the growth of Wnt-hypersensitive Rnf43-/-/Znrf3-/- intestinal tumor
organoids, by exhaustion of the stem-cell pool and driving their collective terminal
differentiation. Thus, VHH-mediated targeting of LRP6 provides a promising
strategy for treatment of Wnt-hypersensitive tumors.
How different genetics events may affect Wnt signaling output and on why
different tumors have particular propensity for certain mutations in Wnt activation
are still outstanding questions. Any form of therapeutic intervention involved in
Wnt signaling is important to exploit, specifically in targeting inhibitors to specific
diseased tissues, which is still underexplored. The use of these different strategies and targeting specific cancers will continue to emerge our knowledge of the
Wnt signaling mechanism in cancer. The identification of additional context and
tissue-specific factors in tumors is important to better understand the biology and
genetics of specific cancers.
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Summary

Summary
Tissue homeostasis is achieved through communication between stem cells and
differentiated cells, which leads to the functional and structural maintenance of organs. This cell-cell communication is primarily carried out by signaling molecules,
such as Wnt ligands. The physiological roles of Wnt proteins are broad and include
regulating embryonic development and adult tissue homeostasis. Cells receive
information from Wnt signaling molecules through receptor proteins located on
the cell surface, at the same time the responsiveness of cells to Wnt ligands requires
tight regulation. This is mainly achieved by a series of complex multi-component
signal transduction pathways. Mutations in proteins involved in the Wnt-signaling
pathway frequently lead to developmental defects and cancer. Uncontrolled cell
division is the main cause of many types of different cancers. The subject of this
dissertation is to delineate and understand the structural and functional features of
important cell surface receptors involved in the Wnt signaling pathway. Different
biophysical and biochemical techniques are used to gain insight in the properties of these receptors and potentially block receptor activity in cancer subsets for
therapeutic applications.
Chapter 1, briefly introduces the current knowledge in the Wnt signaling
pathway, with the focus on the Wnt receptor cells surface proteins. The current
literature about the role of receptor Frizzled, low density receptor protein and
receptor orphan protein in the Wnt signaling pathway are reviewed.
Chapter 2 focuses on Frizzled, a seven-transmembrane G-protein coupled
receptor. Frizzleds are involved in b-catenin dependent and independent pathways
that regulate processes primarily in development and in embryonic or adult stem
cell maintenance. Moreover, genetic alterations are implied in pathological states,
including carcinomas. Despite the importance of Frizzled proteins, the structural
and biochemical basis of their activities are still largely unknown. This experimental
bottleneck lies in the difficulty to achieve sufficient yield of stable and homogeneous protein sample for structural studies. We describe an optimized protocol in
the expression and purification of a seven-transmembrane protein FZD-4.
Chapter 3 details the three-dimensional crystal structure of a Frizzled-like
cysteine-rich domain of ROR2, revealing high degree of flexibility, reflected by
high crystallographic B-factors, which is proposed to be the cause of diffuse scattering in the X-ray diffraction images. Besides the CRD domain, ROR2 contains
an immunoglobulin-like domain and a Kringle domain before a single transmembrane helix. Furthermore, our results highlight the flexibility of the full-length
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extracellular domain that exists as a monomer in solution. As ROR2 is upregulated
in an array of cancer types and regulates Wnt/b-catenin signaling during tumor
formation, it is a promising therapeutic target. Therefore, understanding how the
structural features of the ECD of ROR affect its function is both of biological and
medical significance.
Chapter 4 describes the identification and development of high affinity singledomain antibodies targeting the extracellular region of LRP6. Wnt hypersensitive
tumors offer a unique opportunity to develop therapeutic agents by targeting the
Wnt receptor complex.
We employed an in vitro library selection system (CIS-display technology)
to identify single-domain antibody fragments that specifically recognize and
block Wnt3-mediated activation of LRP5 and LRP6, thereby strongly inhibiting
Wnt/b-catenin signaling in cells. X-ray crystallography studies revealed that the
most potent single-domain antibodies interact with a central region in the third
b-propeller of LRP6, sterically interfering with Wnt3 binding. Importantly, we
show that anti-LRP6- P3 sdAbs block the growth of Wnt-hypersensitive Rnf43/-/Znrf3-/- intestinal tumor organoids, by exhaustion of the stem-cell pool and
driving their collective terminal differentiation. Thus, VHH-mediated targeting of
LRP6 provides a promising strategy for treatment of Wnt-hypersensitive tumors.
Finally, the main results and conclusions of this thesis are summarized in chapter 5. We discuss how these findings provide new insights in Wnt receptors and the
possibilities to safely target the Wnt pathway for therapeutic purposes.
Overall, different techniques are presented to provide structural insight in the
Wnt signaling field. This study highlights the importance of structural biology to
pharmaceutical research in order to understand the mechanism of action at the
atomic level for new therapeutic agents.
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In het lichaam worden onze organen onderhouden door cellen die de controle
hebben over het functioneren van een bepaald orgaan. De dunne darm heeft een
aparte structuur, de wand is geplooid en bestaat uit vingervormige uitstulpingen
(vili) en instulpingen (crypten). De primaire functie van de dunne darm is het
opnemen van voedingsstoffen door middel van enzymen. Deze enzymen kunnen
schade toebrengen aan de cellen gelegen in de darmwand, wat zonder vernieuwing
van deze cellen leidt tot een dalende functionaliteit van de dunne darm. Het verwijderen en vernieuwen van beschadigde cellen wordt weefselhomeostase genoemd
en is gebaseerd op celcommunicatie. In de dunne darm gebeurt dit in de crypt,
waarin celdeling plaatsvindt vanuit de stamcellen om uiteindelijk gedifferentieerde
cellen te kunnen maken. Deze cel-cel communicatie wordt primair uitgevoerd
door eiwitten waaronder signalerende moleculen en receptor-eiwitten. Cellen
ontvangen informatie van signalerende moleculen via receptor-eiwitten die zich
op het celoppervlak bevinden. Een essentiële signaleringsroute voor het proces van
zelfvernieuwing is Wnt signalering. Wnt signaaleiwitten worden uitgescheiden
door een beperkt aantal cellen, die daarna binden aan receptor-eiwitten gelegen op
het oppervlak van de Wnt-ontvangende cellen in de buurt. Door deze interactie
wordt de signaleringsroute binnen in de cel geactiveerd, waarbij onder andere
genen worden geactiveerd die betrokken zijn bij celdeling. De responsiviteit van
cellen voor Wnt liganden vereist een nauwkeurige regulatie. Dit wordt bereikt door
een serie van signaal-transductiepaden met een grote complexiteit en diversiteit
aan betrokken componenten. Mutaties in eiwitten die betrokken zijn bij de Wntsignalerende routes leiden regelmatig tot ontwikkelingsfouten en ongecontroleerde
celdeling, een van de voornaamste oorzaken van kanker.
De eiwitten die betrokken zijn bij deze cellulaire signaalroutes zijn samengesteld uit 20 soorten aminozuren, die in verschillende volgordes gecombineerd
kunnen worden. Deze samenstelling resulteert in een driedimensionale gevouwen
structuur, welke van invloed is op de functie van het eiwit. Het ophelderen van de
structuur van eiwitten is essentieel om een beter inzicht te krijgen in moleculaire
signaleringsroutes die betrokken zijn in bepaalde ziekten en voor de ontwikkeling
van nieuwe geneesmiddelen.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is een uiteenzetting te geven van de structurele
en functionele eigenschappen van essentiële eiwit-receptoren op het celoppervlak
die betrokken zijn bij de Wnt-signaleringsroute. Hiermee levert dit proefschrift
een bijdrage te leveren aan de ontwikkeling van kanker-medicatie. Verschillende
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biologische en biochemische technieken, waaronder kristallografische studies,
zijn gebruikt om inzicht te krijgen in de eigenschappen van deze receptoren. Dit
onderzoek belicht het belang van structuurbiologie voor farmaceutisch onderzoek,
om zo meer inzicht te krijgen in de werkwijze op atoomniveau en zo nieuwe therapeutische agents te ontwikkelen.
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht van de huidige kennis over Wnt-signaleringsroutes, met de focus op essentiële Wnt-receptoren, zoals Frizzled (FZD), ROR2
en LRP6. Hierin wordt de complexe samenwerking besproken tussen de moleculen
die onder andere de darmhomeostase bewerkstelligen.
Hoofdstuk 2 is gericht op Wnt-receptoreiwit Frizzled, een zeven-helix membraan eiwit. Frizzled speelt een rol in zogenoemde b-catenine afhankelijke of
b-catenine onafhankelijke signaleringsroutes. Deze routes, afhankelijk van WntFrizzled interactie, reguleren primair de celgroei en celspecificatie en zijn hiermee
een interessant onderwerp voor de medische wereld. De structurele kenmerken
van Frizzled, van waaruit de activiteiten ontstaan zijn grotendeels onbekend. Onderzoek naar de structuur van Frizzled wordt bemoeilijkt door het verkrijgen van
voldoende, homogeen en stabiel membraaneiwit.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een geoptimaliseerd protocol beschreven voor de expressie en zuivering van zeven transmembraan proteïne FZD-4.
Hoofdstuk 3 gaat in op de driedimensionale kristalstructuur van een Frizzledachtig cysteïnerijk domein (CRD) van ROR2. De structuur van het CRD vertoont
hoge kristallografische B-factoren, een mate van flexibiliteit, die de oorzaak zijn
van diffuse scattering in de X-ray diffractie data. In het extracellulaire gedeelte van
ROR2 bestaat naast het CRD-domein ook een immunoglobine-achtig domein en
een Kringle domein voor de enkele transmembraan helix. Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) data laten zien dat er ook flexibiliteit aanwezig is in het extacellulaire
gedeelte, dat als monomeer in oplossing aanwezig is. ROR2 is een veelbelovend
eiwit in de behandeling van kanker, omdat het in hoge mate aanwezig is in een
spectrum van kankertypen. Het onderzoek naar de structurele eigenschappen van
het ECD van ROR is daarom zowel van biologisch als van medisch belang.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de identificatie en ontwikkeling van sterk bindende
single-domein antilichamen gericht op het extracellulaire gedeelte van LRP6, wat
Wnt hypersensitive tumors zou kunnen remmen. Onderzoek naar Wnt-hypersensitieve tumoren biedt een unieke kans om therapeutische agents te ontwikkelen
met de Wnt receptoren als target. De Wnt signalering route in gezonde cellen
wordt gereguleerd door onder andere negatieve regulatoren, zoals Rnf43. Het eiwit
Rnf43 bevindt zich ook op het celoppervlak en zorgt ervoor dat de hoeveelheid
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receptor FZD wordt gereguleerd, door FZD-receptoren te selecteren voor afbraak.
Dit zorgt voor het verdwijnen van FZD op het celoppervlak, wat uiteindelijk
resulteert in minder Wnt receptoren (FZD & LRP6) op het oppervlak. Hierdoor
zijn deze cellen minder gevoelig voor Wnt signalering moleculen en wordt de
signaal route in de cel geremd. Rnf43 is in verschillende soorten kanker gemuteerd, waardoor het niet meer zijn functie kan uitvoeren als negatieve regulator.
De uitschakeling van Rnf43 in darmstamcellen resulteert in een verhoging van de
hoeveelheid Wnt-receptoren, wat zorgt voor een verhoogde Wnt signalering. Dit
leidt tot ongecontroleerde celgroei en uiteindelijk tumor formatie. Deze vorm van
tumoren in darmkanker worden ook wel Wnt-hypersensitieve tumoren genoemd.
Onderzoek naar Wnt-hypersensitieve tumoren biedt een unieke kans om therapeutische agents te ontwikkelen met de Wnt receptoren als target. In dit onderzoek
is een in vitro library selectiesysteem gebruikt (CIS-display technologie) voor de
identificatie van de single-domein antilichamen die de Wnt3 activatie op LRP5 en
LRP6 herkennen en blokkeren, en daarbij de Wnt/b-catenine signalering in cellen
remmen. Onze X-ray kristallografie studies tonen aan dat de meest actieve singledomein antilichamen binden aan de derde b-propeller van LRP6, waardoor Wnt3
binding met LRP5/6 wordt voorkomen. Verder laten we zien dat de single-domein
antilichamen de groei van Wnt-hypersensitieve darm tumor organoids (waarvan
de genen Rnf43 en Zrf3 eruit zijn gehaald) blokkeren door het uitputten van de
aanwezige stamcellen en het stimuleren van collectieve terminale differentiatie.
Hierdoor worden single-domein antilichamen tegen LRP6 gezien als een veelbelovende strategie voor de behandeling van Wnt-hypersensitieve tumoren.
In het laatste hoofdstuk worden de belangrijkste resultaten en conclusies van dit
proefschrift samengevat en wordt bediscussieerd in welke de mate deze bevindingen nieuwe inzichten bieden in Wnt receptoren en welke mogelijkheden dit biedt
voor het veilig beïnvloeden van de Wnt signaleringsroutes voor therapeutische
doeleinden.
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